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DISSERTATION SUMMARY
The Prediction in Ungauged Basins (PUB) Initiative was created to advance scientific
understanding and estimation of hydrological processes, as well as associated uncertainties, to
improve prediction capabilities in basins which are poorly gauged (Sivapalan et al., 2003; Blöschl
et al. 2013; Blöschl, 2016; Blöschl et al., 2019). The main objectives defined by the PUB Initiative
were to (1) improve the ability of existing hydrologic models to predict with reduced uncertainty,
and to (2) develop new and innovative models representing the space–time variability of
hydrological processes (Hrachowitz et al., 2013). Despite the International Association of
Hydrological Sciences (IAHS) dedicated an entire decade (2003-2012) to advance the problem of
Prediction in Ungauged Basins (Hrachowitz et al. 2013), the central goal remains largely a
challenge (Kratzert et al., 2020).
This dissertation discusses the main steps and decisions required to implement, calibrate,
and validate an operational (real-time) Hydrological Forecasting System (HFS), for short-range to
long-range (SR2LR) daily streamflow forecasting. The HFS was implemented under an
operational context, and experimentally evaluated in the “poorly-gauged” Upper Zambezi River
Basin (UZRB) and its “ungauged” sub-basins. Several hydrological modelling strategies (HMS)
are described, discussing the way hydrological ensembles have been traditionally performed, and
how meteorological and hydrological uncertainty have been quantified. Additionally, a novel
Variational Ensemble Forecasting (VEF) approach was applied and evaluated assuming that any
combination of multiple inputs, models, and optimal parameters sets, is a practical hydrological
ensemble that can be used to reproduce daily streamflow forecasts with reduced total uncertainty.
The VEF approach implemented allowed for increasing the number of hydrological
ensembles (outputs) from all possible combinations of multiple satellite products (or multiple
climate models), hydrologic models, and optimal parameter sets. The performance of VEF was
compared and evaluated with classical approaches used to develop hydrological ensembles (inputmodel-output). To complement the application of the VEF approach, three hydrologic processing
hypotheses (HPH) to quantify the hydrological uncertainty propagated from the components of a
modelling chain were used: (1) Hydrological Pre-Processing (HPR); (2) Hydrological Processing
(HP), and (3) Hydrological Post-Processing (HPP). These HPH’s were evaluated with practical
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examples in the UZRB and its sub-basins, proving to be a more efficient and systematic way to
quantify and reduce the uncertainty propagated from an operational VEF implementation.
To inform the development of reliable operational hydrologic forecasting products, the
HPR hypotheses are evaluated through the analysis of the spatio-temporal structure of
meteorological uncertainty. This analysis allowed determining what factors dominate the
propagation of meteorological uncertainty for the operational implementation of distributed
hydrologic modeling strategies i.e. the spatial resolution of a meteorological input, the leading time
of the forecasts associated to it, and the size of the basin under evaluation.
The role of machine learning (ML) approaches for daily streamflow forecasting was also
evaluated by coupling VEF with ML techniques (VEF-ML approach). In doing so, several
hydrologic learning strategies (inference versus pattern-based) were compared and evaluated to
improve the HFS performance through hydrologic post-processing hypotheses (see i.e. Nearing et
al., 2020 a, b; Gauch et al., 2020). Lastly, we will discuss how the properties of hydrologic
forecasts can be improved by applying Hydrologic Forecast Skill Analysis (FCA) to answer the
following question: How to perform a Skill Analysis of Seasonal Hydrologic Streamflow
Forecasts? The main contributions and results of this dissertation highlight several opportunities
and challenges for future research aimed to advance the main goal and the corresponding
objectives of the PUB initiative.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1.

Research Motivation
The sustainable management of water resources at the catchment scale is one of the most

important challenges for hydrologists around the world. This challenge becomes much more
important in catchments with scarce hydrometeorological data, especially in developing countries,
where the human and economic resources available to improve hydrological monitoring and
forecasting capabilities are limited. The sustained population growth will continue increasing
pressure on water resources, and prediction in ungauged basins (PUB) (Sivapalan et al., 2003;
Blöschl et al. 2013; Kratzert et al., 2020) will continue to depend on ongoing management due to
the inability to establish operational hydrological monitoring or forecasting systems. In this
context, the operational implementation of a Hydrologic Forecasting System (HFS) has become a
vital tool that allows to significantly improve the management of water resources at the catchment
scale. Operational HFS are built with instrumental data, satellite data, or climate models, combined
with hydrological models (physical or statistical), to assimilate the response of any hydrological
variable of interest. Obviously, the implementation of an operational HFS contains estimation
errors (hydrological uncertainty) that must be quantified, evaluated, and reduced in order to
minimize the total uncertainty propagated from the different components of an HFS. The analysis
of hydrological uncertainty and its spread over the final forecasts products is one of the most
complex hydrological processes that every hydrologist faces when implementing and validating
operational HFS. For this reason, the main motivation of this dissertation is to provide a
comprehensive interpretation and discussion about the main forecasting schemes applied for
ungauged basins. The HFS was constructed, calibrated, and validated for the UZRB (and its subbasins with records), specifically in the drainage area (~339,521 km2) delineated above Katima
Mulilo streamgauge (GRDC-1291100). This area is the unique portion of the Zambezi that does
not have ongoing hydropower or water storage infrastructure projects (Valdés-Pineda et al., 2016).
Details for the construction and validation of VEF by means of using multiple satellite
precipitation products (and climate models), multiple hydrological models, and multiple optimal
parameter sets are provided. Further exploration of VEF allowed improving operational
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hydrological forecasts through the application of new hydrologic modeling paradigms (HMP),
hydrologic learning strategies (HLS), and hydrologic processing strategies (HPS).
Finally, it is important to mention that this dissertation has been possible thanks to funding
from SERVIR Program of NASA, which has concentrated efforts on the use of “observations from
space” to improve the monitoring capabilities of water resources in African catchments. To
achieve the objectives proposed by NASA, this Ph.D. research concentrates efforts dedicated to
improving operational SR2LR streamflow forecasts. This is done using multiple satellite
precipitation products (SPPs), multiple climatic and hydrological models, and advanced
techniques to improve the assimilation of SR2LR operational hydrological forecasts.
1.2.

Dissertation Structure

This dissertation is based on three scientific articles (see appendix) that will be submitted for peer
review on high-impact scientific journals. The first article is a conceptual and theoretical
framework that provides details of all aspects mentioned and discussed in the summary and
motivation sections of this study. For example; the operational implementation and validation of
an HFS, the application of VEF approach utilizing multiples sources of data; and the exploration
of machine learning opportunities to improve the final forecasts products. Specific examples for
each topic are evaluated and discussed throughout this paper. The second article describes and
discusses the construction, implementation and validation of a Short-Range to Medium-Range
(SR2MR) Operational Hydrologic Forecasting System for the Upper Zambezi Basin (and its sub
basins) in Africa. The discussion of this paper is based on the analysis, quantification and spread
of total hydrologic uncertainty (THU) into the final forecasts. We also discuss what is the relevance
of operational HFS for end users. The third article describes and discusses the alternatives available
to perform Seasonal forecasts in the UZRB. The evaluation of a Short- to Long-Range Operational
Hydrologic Forecasting System (SR2MR), is focused on answering the following question: how
to develop hydrologic skill analysis (HSA) of operational streamflow forecasts?. The three papers
have a table of contents to facilitate the comprehension and reading. The first paper contains its
own appendix section which contains supplementary material that supports the research. The
second and third papers do not have a separated appendix section.
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CHAPTER 2: PRESENT STUDY
2.1. Title of Paper 1: Developing and Evaluating an Operational Hydrologic Forecasting System
(HFS) by coupling Variational Ensemble Forecasting and Machine Learning (VEF-ML):
Challenges and Opportunities.
•

Contributors: Rodrigo Valdés-Pineda, Juan B. Valdés, Sungwook Wi, Aleix SerratCapdevila, Peter Troch, Ty Ferré, Valerie Trouet, and Tirthankar Roy

•

Status: To be Submitted to Water Resources Research, Journal of Hydrology, or
Hydrological Sciences Journal.

•

Reference: Valdés-Pineda, R., Valdés, J.B., Wi, S., Serrat-Capdevila, A., Troch, P., Ferre,
T., Trouet, V., and Roy, T. 2021. Developing and Evaluating an Operational Hydrologic
Forecasting System (HFS) by coupling Variational Ensemble Forecasting and Machine
Learning (VEF-ML): Challenges and Opportunities

•

Summary:

Improving our ability to generate accurate, real-time, seasonal or long-term streamflow forecasts
can enhance the usefulness and reliability of early-warning alerts. Accurate forecasts can also
help improve the future management, distribution, and planning of water resources at the
catchment-scale. The operational implementation of a Hydrologic Forecasting System (HFS),
however, is impeded in many catchments of the world by the lack of historical in-situ hydrologic
data, i.e., long temporal records of rainfall or streamflow. By combining Hydrologic Models with
high-resolution Satellite Precipitation Products (SPPs), or Regional Climatological Models
(RCMs), baselines can be established for the quantification and reduction of hydrologic
uncertainty when generating operational streamflow forecasts. However, the underlying steps and
learning strategies required for the successful implementation of an operational HFS have not been
fully delineated. We have studied how Variational Ensemble Forecasting (VEF) can be applied as
a Machine Learning (ML) technique to any component of a Markov Modelling Chain (MMC) to
resolve a hydrologic system formulation – i.e., raw data gathering, data processing, model training,
model evaluation, model selection, and hyper-parameter tuning. This method can be applied with
three general Hydrologic Processing Strategies (HPS): Hydrologic Pre-processing (HPR),
Hydrologic Processing (HP), and Hydrologic Post-processing (HPP). In this study, we also
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evaluated the performance of hybrid VEF-ML algorithms in the generation of streamflow forecasts
from multiple precipitation products, multiple hydrologic models, and multiple optimal parameter
sets. The HPS are also evaluated in terms of different Hydrologic Learning Strategies (HLS) that
are used to reduce and manage the propagation of Total Hydrologic Uncertainty into the final
streamflow forecast products. By using multiple rainfall products, multiple hydrologic models,
and multiple optimal parameter sets (which form the basis of a full operational VEF
implementation) to assess the advantages and limitations of different VEF-ML approaches, the
issues associated with the implementation and improvement of an operational HFS are defined and
discussed.
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2.2. Title of Paper 2: Operational Short- to Medium-Range (SR2MR) Streamflow Forecasting for
the Upper Zambezi Basin, Africa.
•

Contributors: Rodrigo Valdés-Pineda, Juan B. Valdés, Sungwook Wi, Aleix SerratCapdevila, Eleonora Demaria, Tirthankar Roy, and Matej Durcik.

•

Status: To be submitted.

•

Reference: Valdés-Pineda, R., Valdés, J.B., Wi, S., Serrat-Capdevila, A., Demaria, E.,
Roy, T., Durcik, M. 2021.

•

Summary:
The combination of Hydrological Models and high-resolution Satellite Precipitation

Products (SPPs), or regional Climatological Models (RCMs), has provided the means to establish
baselines for the quantification, propagation, and reduction of hydrological uncertainty when
generating streamflow forecasts. This study explains the main steps required to implement,
calibrate, and validate an operational hydrologic forecasting system (HFS). The HFS was
implemented to monitor (real-time) daily streamflows and forecast them up to eight days in the
future in the Upper Zambezi River Basin (UZRB) in Africa. The process is called short-range to
medium-range (SR2MR) streamflow forecasting. For the operational implementation of the HFS,
real-time rainfall data from three SPPs (TMPA-RT, CMORPH, and PERSIANN) were used.
Additionally, rainfall data from the Global Forecasting System (GFS) were used to generate
rainfall predictions up to a lead time of eight days. The raw rainfall data are downloaded from the
respective NASA and NOAA servers, and then corrected to calibrate three distributed hydrological
models (HYMOD_DS, HBV_DS, and VIC 4.2.b) and provide operational real-time streamflow
forecasts for the UZRB. The challenges associated with the implementation, calibration, and
validation of the operational HFS in the UZRB are evaluated, focusing on the predictive skill and
the quantification and propagation of the hydrological uncertainty. This evaluation also provides
practical approaches to improving streamflow forecasts through a Multi-Product, Multi-Model,
and Multi-Parameter approach, which forms the basis of the HFS.
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2.3. Title of Paper 3: How to perform Skill Analysis of Seasonal Hydrologic Streamflow
Forecasts?
•

Contributors: Rodrigo Valdés-Pineda, Juan B. Valdés, Sungwook Wi., Aleix SerratCapdevila, Jason B. Roberts, and Franklin R. Robertson. A

•

Status: To be submitted.

•

Reference: Valdés-Pineda, R., Valdés, J.B., Wi, S., Serrat-Capdevila, A., Roberts, J.B.,
and Robertson, F.R. 2021. How to perform Skill Analysis of Seasonal Hydrologic
Streamflow Forecasts?.

•

Summary:
Seasonal Hydrological Streamflow Forecasting (S-HSF) is a powerful tool because it can

provide large leading times to inform the decisions of water resources managers at the catchment
scale. SHSF incorporates information provided by coupled atmosphere-ocean-land general
circulation models (GCMs) into hydrologic models to produce seasonal daily streamflow forecasts
(up to 180 days into the future). The verification and validation of an operational hydrologic
forecasting system requires solving certain questions, such as, what is the forecast skill of the
hydrological ensembles used to develop seasonal hydrological forecasts (short- to long-range
timescales)?. While there are many studies that discuss the forecast skill of climate and
hydrological forecasting products, there are no studies that describe in detail how a Forecast Skill
Analysis (FSA) can be implemented to improve seasonal streamflow forecasts. Details of how to
apply FSA over seasonal streamflow forecasts are described, evaluated and discussed in the
following paper. The results and discussion of the paper are based on understanding and discussing
what a FSA is, how it can be applied, and what verification methods are available to inform and
improve the seasonal forecast skill of hydrological seasonal forecasts. A discussion of how FSA
can help improving hydrological seasonal forecasts is also provided. The FSA is carried out using
forecasts generated with Variational Ensemble Forecasting (VEF) approach. The operational VEF
environment generates Multiple hydroclimatological ensembles which are generated by
combining ten seasonal climate forecasts ensembles from the North American Multi-Model
Ensemble (NMME), and three distributed hydrological models. The advantages and disadvantages
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of FSA are discussed taking into consideration the future research needs required to improve the
representativity of existing verification alternatives.
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CHAPTER 3: DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
All the ideas and methods presented in this Dissertation are based on the combination of
traditional and new methods for hydrological modeling. We have explored several ideas aimed to
improve the forecast skill of SR2LR streamflow forecasts in the UZRB. For example, (1) new
ideas or methods for the assimilation of hydrological fluxes i.e. process-based and machine
learning approaches; (2) new ideas or methods for improving the performance of VEF from the
utilization of optimal parameter sets; and (3) new ideas or methods to keep and improve the current
physical understanding of hydrologic systems representation. All of these are key aspects to
improve operational forecasts in ungauged basins.

The main contributions of this dissertation are:
•

Development of an operational short-range to medium-range (SR2MR), and short-range to
long-range (SR2LR) streamflow forecasting platform.

•

Evaluation of the performance of different modeling schemes that include multiple inputs,
multiple models, and multiple optimal parameter sets, by proposing an operational
Variational Ensemble Forecasting (VEF) approach.

•

Evaluation of the main sources of total hydrological uncertainty (THU), through the
establishment of hydrological processing hypotheses (HPH)

•

Reduction of the spread of total hydrologic uncertainty by using a fully implementation of
VEF that considers optimal parameter sets.

•

Prospection of opportunities for additional improvements by combining VEF,
Hydrological Learning Strategies (HLS), Hydrological Processing Strategies (HPS).

•

Conceptualization about how to develop a Forecast Skill Analysis (FSA) of SR2LR
streamflow forecasts.

•

Establishment of future lines of research associated with the topics evaluated and discussed
in the dissertation.
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The main topics for future research are:
•

Establish new robust theoretical and hypothetical paradigms to quantify, evaluate,
reduce, and manage the propagation of total hydrologic uncertainty using VEF
approaches.

•

Evaluate more details about the implementation of hydrologic processing hypotheses
(HPH) to organize in a more systematic way the improvement that may exist from
physically based forecasts.

•

Evaluate the performance of different hydrologic learning strategies (HLS) across
several catchment sizes, forecast timescales, and leading time of the forecasts.

•

Generate better understanding and establish detailed strategies to perform hydrologic
Forecast Skill Analysis (FSA) to improve how end users are informed about the
consistency, quality, and value of seasonal forecasts (SR2LR).

All the above will allow maximizing the forecast skill for operational hydrologic forecasts
(SR2MR and SR2LR) regarding: (1) the selected forecast horizons or lead times; (2) the available
reference data, and the (3) associated economic benefits and costs of the forecasts. These
improvements on the present-study paradigm will adequately inform stake holders and water
authorities about the performance and reliability associated with operational hydrologic forecasts
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Abbreviations: AI, Artificial Intelligence; AL, Active Learning; AVSP, Average Streamflow Prediction; BC, Bias
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Abstract
Improving our ability to generate accurate, real-time, seasonal or long-term streamflow
forecasts can enhance the usefulness and reliability of early-warning alerts. Accurate forecasts
can also help improve the future management, distribution, and planning of water resources at the
catchment-scale. The operational implementation of a Hydrologic Forecasting System (HFS),
however, is impeded in many catchments of the world by the lack of historical in-situ hydrologic
data, i.e., long temporal records of rainfall or streamflow. By combining Hydrologic Models with
high-resolution Satellite Precipitation Products (SPPs), or Regional Climatological Models
(RCMs), baselines can be established for the quantification and reduction of hydrologic
uncertainty when generating operational streamflow forecasts. However, the underlying steps and
learning strategies required for the successful implementation of an operational HFS have not been
fully delineated. We have studied how Variational Ensemble Forecasting (VEF) can be applied as
a Machine Learning (ML) technique to any component of a Markov Modelling Chain (MMC) to
resolve a hydrologic system formulation – i.e., raw data gathering, data processing, model training,
model evaluation, model selection, and hyper-parameter tuning. This method can be applied with
three general Hydrologic Processing Strategies (HPS): Hydrologic Pre-processing (HPR),
Hydrologic Processing (HP), and Hydrologic Post-processing (HPP). In this study, we evaluated
the performance of several hybrid VEF-ML algorithms in the generation of streamflow forecasts
from multiple precipitation products, multiple hydrologic models, and multiple optimal parameter
sets. The HPS are also evaluated in terms of different Hydrologic Learning Strategies (HLS) that
are used to reduce and manage the propagation of Total Hydrologic Uncertainty into the final
streamflow forecast products. By using multiple rainfall products, multiple hydrologic models,
and multiple optimal parameter sets (which form the basis of a full operational VEF
implementation) to assess the advantages and limitations of different VEF-ML approaches, the
issues associated with the implementation and improvement of an operational HFS are defined and
discussed.
Keywords: Operational Hydrologic Forecasting Systems, Variational Ensemble Forecasting, Machine Learning,
Hydrologic Learning Strategies, Hydrologic Boosting, Hydrologic Bagging, Satellite Products, Multi-Ensembles,
Multi-Models, Optimal Parameter Sets, SR2MR, GFS, Real-Time Streamflow Forecasting

1. Introduction
At any spatio-temporal scale, critical decisions about the design, functionality, and
operability of a Hydrologic Forecasting System (HFS) must be made in order to reduce the total
uncertainty propagated from different components of a Markov modelling chain. In fact, reducing
the meteorological and hydrologic uncertainty propagated from an HFS is key to developing
reliable Integrated Water Resources Management (IWRM) strategies across scales. However, the
efficacy of operational hydrologic forecasting systems is still limited since we are unable to
generate exact representations of the water cycle. In addition, poor data representation resulting
from time series (precipitation, temperature, streamflow series, etc.), with missing or erroneous
records can undermine the effectiveness of calibration (training data) and validation (test data)
schemes, consequently increasing meteorological or hydrologic uncertainty.
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Many Variational Ensemble Forecasting (VEF) algorithms have been proposed to improve
the representation of the components included in a Hydrologic Forecasting System (HFS).
Previous studies have applied VEF based on multi-product, multi-model, or multi-initialization
schemes (see for example Beven and Freer, 2001; Clark et al., 2008; Velazquez et al., 2011; Seiller
et al., 2012; Wood and Lettenmaier, 2008; Wood et al., 2016; Valdés-Pineda et al., 2016; Roy et
al., 2017; Roy et al., 2020). However, the evaluation of VEF including an additional multiparameter dimension has not been explored in simulation schemes or operational forecasting yet.
Additionally, little is known about the hidden role of Machine Learning (ML) techniques (Nearing
et al., 2020) or algorithms to improve the assimilation of VEF in an operational HFS context, and
how the implementation of Hydrologic Processing Strategies (HPS), and Hydrologic Learning
Strategies (HLS) can help final streamflow forecast products. In this study we evaluate and provide
details about the performance of a VEF-ML approach for the quantification, classification, and
reduction of total uncertainty in streamflow forecasting.
This study addresses the following general research questions: Can the total hydrologic
uncertainty propagated from different components of an operational HFS be quantified and
evaluated using VEF approaches? Can the implementation of VEF with multiple optimal
parameter sets (Multi-Parameter) help reduce the uncertainty propagated from an operational HFS
compared to traditional modelling strategies? What is the role of VEF-ML approaches and
hydrologic learning strategies in developing operational forecast products?. The general objective
of this paper is to describe, evaluate, and discuss the main challenges and opportunities of (1)
designing and implementing an operational HFS using a Variational Ensemble Forecasting (VEF)
approach, (2) reducing hydrologic uncertainty in a systematic manner through the operational
implementation of VEF, and (3) improving hydrologic forecast products through the
implementation of VEF-ML.
The main hypothesis of this study is that Variational Ensemble Forecasting (VEF)
approaches and hybrid versions (VEF-ML) provide a more systematic and comprehensive
overview of all possible modelling chains (trajectories) that can be utilized to quantify, evaluate,
and reduce the total uncertainty propagated from any component of an HFS. Furthermore,
combining VEF with ML techniques can provide an additional value for the development of the
final hydrologic forecast products. We suggest that (a) the hydrologic models need to be physically
and statistically improved through hydrologic processing hypotheses; (b) the meteorological
forecasts used to feed the hydrologic systems can be improved through hydrologic pre-processing
hypotheses (also known as meteorological post-processing hypotheses); and (c) the corresponding
streamflow forecasts can be improved through hydrologic post-processing hypotheses. For any of
these hydrologic processing hypotheses (HPH), positive or negative impacts to the final
streamflow forecasts can be observed. In this regard, the combination of Variational Ensemble
Forecasting and Machine Learning approaches (VEF-ML) allows for a much better representation
of streamflow forecasts and total hydrologic uncertainty during training, testing, and forecasting
periods. A VEF-ML evaluation during any training and testing periods can be then used to quantify
the posterior reduction and representation of Total Hydrologic Uncertainty (THU) for any
forecasting period.
The following sections of this paper describe, evaluate, and discuss the VEF and VEF-ML
hydrologic modeling paradigms used to establish short- to medium-range (SR2MR) streamflow
forecasts. We also discuss several related topics, such as the main stages required to implement an
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operational HFS, the importance of forecasting timescales for water management activities and
related modelling decisions, the operational context of VEF and VEF-ML approaches, the
construction and selection of Hydrologic Ensembles, the implementation of hydrologic processing
hypotheses or strategies (HPS), the application of hydrologic learning strategies (HLS), and the
construction of forecast products for end users.

2. Methods
2.1. The Primary Stages Required to Implement an Operational HFS
2.1.1. Forecasting Timescales and Water Management Decisions
An operational HFS can be implemented for either, or a combination of, the three principal
forecasting timescales: (1) Real-time Monitoring and Short-Range to Medium Range (SR2MR)
forecasts, (2) Sub-seasonal or Seasonal Forecasting (from weeks up to several months to the
future), or (3) Climate Change Projections for the coming decades or centuries. The choice of
forecasting timescale is partly determined by the relevant water management goals (Figure 1).
Better water management schemes for flood warning and water allocation require the
implementation of operational HFS to establish real-time streamflow monitoring and short-range
to medium-range (SR2MR) forecasting. In this study, we implemented and tested an operational
HFS for the UZRB and its sub-basins (see appendix). The HFS can forecast SR2MR streamflow
from real time up to eight days into the future.
Figure 1. Common forecasting timescales utilized in the implementation of a Hydrologic Forecasting System (HFS) and related
water management activities.

2.1.2. Spatial Scale Versus Hydrologic Modelling Paradigm (HMP)
In addition to forecasting timescales, the spatial scale of the analysis is an important factor
affecting streamflow forecasting performance. The catchment size dictates specific requirements
and technical details for establishing an operational HFS and for the final propagation of total
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uncertainty. For example, the evaluation of catchment size and the resolution of available climate
records (i.e. point-based versus gridded records), can be used to select the most appropriate
hydrologic modelling paradigm (HMP) required for operational streamflow forecasting (Figure 2).
Options include instrumental versus gridded climate products, physical versus statistical models,
lumped versus (semi) distributed models, traditional single forecasting (TSF) versus variational
ensemble forecasting (VEF), etc. These decisions can be informed by several factors, including
retrospective evaluation of HFS performance with historical records (if any are available); and -more importantly -- by time and budget constraints. These or many other factors can be included
as a decision criterion, or as an objective function for model calibration. A spatio-temporal
evaluation of model performance serves to define the resources available to represent a hydrologic
system, and how those resources can be used to establish an appropriate representation of the
hydrologic processes to be simulated. The resources guide the final design and construction of a
parsimonious, functional, and operational HFS – i.e., any operational HFS must conform to the
principles of functionality and operability. Functionality is the capacity of the HFS to establish
valid interconnected processes, and operability is the capacity of the HFS to perform operational
forecasts if all resources are available for it.
Figure 2. The spatial scales of a catchment and Hydrologic Modelling Paradigms (HMP) for the design and construction of an
operational HFS. The blueish area represents all HMP that can be derived from instrumental climate records, and the reddish area
represents all HMP that can be derived from gridded climate records. The HMP can vary according to the dimensions of the
catchment size and the spatial resolution of climate products. This variation indicates the implementation of either lumped
(averaged), semi-distributed, or distributed inputs, parameters and/or outputs. The rule of thumb is that the larger (smaller) the
catchment’s area, the coarser (finer) the spatial resolution of the required climate products (LR is low resolution, and HR is high
resolution). Instrumental data can be also used to interpolate gridded fields or to establish point-based lumped HMP.
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2.1.3. The Operational Context of Variational Ensemble Forecasting (VEF)
A functional and operational HFS requires the design of a Markov modelling chain under an
operational scheme. The design can range from a simple propagation of meteorological forecasts
using a single hydrologic model, to variational ensemble techniques which can include multi-input,
multi-model, multi-parameter, or multi-initialization schemes (Figure 3). The use of a simple
assembling scheme, which relies on the assumption of a perfect model, does not allow for the
quantification of hydrologic uncertainty propagated from the model’s structure or parameters.
However, by including multiple parameter sets for a single hydrologic model (i.e., Beven and
Freer, 2001), by adding multiple hydrologic models (Clark et al., 2008; Velazquez et al., 2011;
Seiller et al., 2012; Valdés-Pineda et al., 2016; Roy et al., 2017; Roy et al., 2020), or by adding
multiple sets of the initial starting conditions of a single model (Wood and Lettenmaier, 2008;
Wood et al., 2016), a VEF approach can be used to quantify hydrologic uncertainty either from
the model parameters, the model assumptions, or the model’s initial conditions.
During pre-operational (real-time) runs, a model to be included in an HFS must be
calibrated (trained) over a period TC by considering either all the available observed data, or small
subsets of it. Either time-fixed parameters or time-varying parameters can be used to calibrate the
model (Pathiraja et al., 2018; Xiong et al., 2019). During the operational phase, the assimilation of
streamflow forecasts can be improved by implementing VEF approaches alone or combined with
Machine Learning techniques. Any selected ML algorithm requires a training and testing period
to validate the HFS before any forecast can be issued. Depending on the type of model included
in an HFS, the training period allows the model’s hydrologic states or training parameters to be
adjusted to the catchment’s historical or most recent conditions. Therefore, to forecast any
hydrologic event for a period TF = t + tf, where t is the current time step and tf is the number of
time steps to the future, there should be a training or warm-up period (TW) using either all available
historical records or only the most recent available records to initialize a calibrated (trained) model,
as: TW = t0 : t, where t0 is the first time step of the warm-up period. To forecast any streamflow
event forecast must be predicated on the assumption that the hydrologic conditions or any hyperparameters generated during the training period can be extrapolated or used during the forecasting
period.
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Figure 3. Common modelling chain schemes that can be used in an operational HFS. Each one of the methods can help quantifying
the propagation of hydrologic uncertainty from different sources, i.e. parameters, modelling assumptions, initial conditions, or any
combination of them (Adapted from Tran, 2019).

2.1.4. Constructing Hydrologic Ensembles for Operational VEF
A group of i hydro-climatological inputs, j hydrologic models, and k calibrated model parameters
can be used to establish simple or variational ensemble forecasts. A VEF approach can provide a
larger number of forecasts than a simple assembling approach, because it evaluates all possible
modelling chain sequences that can be arranged to construct an HFS (see Figure 3). At this stage,
data assimilation techniques to support the “perfect model assumption” can be also applied to
generate deterministic streamflow forecasts. Liu and Gupta (2007) reviewed and evaluated many
available methods to perform deterministic forecasts. However, in an operational context, the
experience of streamflow forecasters suggests that uncertainty bands can better support decisionmaking for water management schemes (Montanari and Brath, 2004; Montanari, 2005; Montanari
and Grossi, 2008; Di Baldassarre and Montanari 2009; Sikorska et al., 2015; Papacharalampous et
al., 2020). The intention of a VEF approach is to use all available weighted or non-weighted
components of a modelling chain (HFS) to generate streamflow forecasts. The hypothesis about
the probability distribution of streamflow forecasts can be approximated from several hypotheses
about the Multi-Product, Multi-Model, and Multi-Parameter sets, through the implementation of a
VEF approach that can be trained during TW and used during TF as:
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Where, is a Multi-Product, Multi-Model, and Multi-Parameter Variational Ensemble
Streamflow Forecast for the forecast period TF.
is a family of hypothetical ensemble components for the warm-up period TW , and used
to forecast the period TF.
i , j ,k
is a hypothesis of the hydrologic process from a family of input data i, hydrologic
yT
F
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model j, and parameter set k, about the HFS for the forecast period TF.
z iy,Tj ,k is the streamflow prediction i, j, k about the HFS response for the forecast period TF.
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STjW is the model structure j for the warm-up period TW.
k
TW

is the parameter set k for the warm-up period TW.

z kT is a family of parameter sets k for the warm-up period TW.
W

For the development of an operational HFS, a VEF approach makes it possible to explicitly
recognize how different components of each model ensemble (modelling chain) vary according to
all possible combinations of bio-geophysical representations of the climate system and the
hydrologic system (e.g., Clark et al., 2015). In addition, one of the novel aspects of this research
is the introduction of the assumption that the underlying hydrologic processes can be better
represented by variations (or tuning) of the optimally estimated parameter sets.
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2.1.5. Selection of Hydro-Climatological Forcings for Operational VEF
The selection of input data “i” to apply a VEF approach can have significant impacts on the
propagation of meteorological and hydrologic uncertainty, and consequently, on the final
operational streamflow forecasts (see i.e. Rasouli et al., 2012). It is well known that rainfall is the
most important variable for streamflow simulation; therefore, the compilation of either
instrumental records or climatology products for the catchment of interest is desirable to (1)
establish baseline conditions, and (2) to apply machine learning regularization techniques aimed
to improve the representation of rainfall forecasts, or the hydrologic models with their respective
parameter sets. Despite what is mentioned above, a common problem in many catchments around
the World is the lack of consistent hydrometric networks with continuous and consistent records;
therefore, the implementation of hydrologic pre-processing techniques for regularization (also
known as meteorological post-processing), can be a very important but challenging procedure
during this stage. Experimental testing and comparisons of different products with instrumental
records (if any available), using the most recent or historical data, must be performed before
implementing any operational streamflow forecast. Details about the input datasets used for the
operational HFS implemented in the UZRB are presented in the appendix.
2.1.5. Selection of Hydrologic Models for Operational VEF
The selection of a bio-geophysical process representation or model structure “k” to be included in
a Variational Ensemble Forecasting approach is as important as the selection of the model
parameters sets “j” generated during a calibration process (Clark et al., 2008). Both can influence
the ability of a model to physically describe the hydrologic system, and therefore producing an
increase of epistemic uncertainty (see details on Gupta and Nearing, 2018). For the implementation
of an operational HFS, it is important to recognize that many modelling alternatives can be
implemented, including a single selection of input-model-output (“perfect model assumption”); or
a combination of climate forecasts, hydrologic models, model state initializations, and parameter
sets (Figure 3). In an operational VEF approach, the intra model’s structure adequacy can be
evaluated during a training period; and can be used to quantify and reduce the propagation of
hydrologic uncertainty during any forecasting period. In this study, modified versions of two
water-balance models (HYMOD_DS and HBV_DS models), and one water- and energy-balance
model (VIC Model) were constructed to evaluate streamflow forecasts at 0.25 degrees of spatial
resolution (~25 km at the Equator) in the UZRB and its sub-basins (see appendix for details).
2.1.6. Calibration of Hydrologic Models for Operational VEF
The selected models to be included in an operational HFS must be parameter-calibrated
(parameter-trained) and validated for the catchment and/or sub-catchments of interest. It is wellknown that parameter calibration (training) can be a very time-consuming process. For the
implementation of a VEF approach based on the parameter sets, it is required to calibrate and
create different batches of parameters sets which can be obtained from multiple training periods
and utilizing multiple climate datasets. The generation of the parameter sets utilized for this study
were obtained from each combination of multiple precipitation products and multiple hydrologic
models. This procedure was performed utilizing the (GA) genetic algorithm (Wang et al., 1991).
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A semi-distributed pooled parameter complexity approach was applied (Wi et al., 2015). The
pooled calibration strategy involves calibrating all parameters of the model domain simultaneously
against multiple streamgauges within the catchment or sub-catchments (UZRB and its sub-basins).
This approach is aimed to find suitable parameters values that can generate satisfactory model
results at all gaging stations in a single GA implementation (for details see Wi et al., 2015). It is
important to add that at this stage any other suitable optimization algorithm can be implemented
to create batches of parameter sets for regularization of the hydrologic models included in the
operational HFS (see for reference Wang et al., 1991; Duan et al., 1992 and 1993; Beven and
Binley, 1992; Vrugt et al., 2003; and many others). The selection of any optimization algorithm
should be based on the availability of time, resources, expertise, and modelling objective. More
details about the parameter calibration scheme used in this study are presented in the appendix of
this paper.
2.2. Quantifying and Reducing Uncertainty in Operational HFS
The development of an operational HFS, requires determining how the hydrologic uncertainty will
be quantified and reduced in order to improve the reliability of streamflow forecasts products. This
topic is still a matter of discussion to many hydrologists and researchers around the world. For
instance, the scientific community is continuously working on establishing standardized processes
to decompose, quantify, evaluate and reduce the meteorological, and the hydrologic uncertainty
propagated from a modelling chain or HFS (Figure 7). A classical method it is the well-known
Monte Carlo integration (Metropolis, 1987; Robert et al., 2018) (see Equation 7), which is a
common strategy for treating epistemic uncertainty about the structure and functioning of a
dynamical system (Nearing and Gupta, 2018). The method allows estimating any complex
statistical probability distribution function of a family
of hypothetical model components (i.e.
inputs “i”, models “j”, and parameters “k”) as:
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Generally, the number of simulations increases with the dimension of the problem and with the
complexity of the representation utilized (Robert et al., 2018). Therefore, if the number of input
datasets, physical models, or parameter sets is increased; the application of this method for
operational forecasting will require a higher storage capacity and longer processing time, which
finally translates into higher budget ceiling requirements. On the other hand, the implementation
of Variational Ensemble Forecasting, combined with Machine Learning techniques (VEF-ML),
can provide a more efficient and less expensive alternative to quantify and evaluate the
decomposition of uncertainty. The application of these methods can help us to better understand
how the propagation of errors occurs during any training period. The generated learning can be
then used during a forecasting period to reduce the propagation of total hydrologic uncertainty
onto the operational streamflow forecasts products.
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2.3. Hydrologic Hypotheses Processing to Improve Operational Forecasts
Additional ML approaches on individual components of a modelling chain can be applied and
evaluated through VEF to improve the predictive skill of an operational HFS. Accordingly, three
hydrologic hypotheses for regularization and improvement of the modelling chain representation
can be stated: (1) Hydrologic Pre-processing Hypothesis (HPR), which can range from the
application of bias correction techniques to reduce the propagation of errors from the input data,
to the application of methods that can be used to construct an average weighted combination of
climate products; (2) Hydrologic Processing (HP), which can include improvements in the models’
structure, states, or parameter sets; and (3) Hydrologic Post-processing (HPP), which is similar to
Hydrologic Pre-processing but directly applied over the streamflow forecasts.
Figure 4. A modelling chain implemented in an operational HFS context. Additional individual processing strategies can be
implemented to reduce the uncertainty propagated from the input data (hydrologic pre-processing on the climate data), from the
hydrologic models (hydrologic processing on model structure, parameter sets, or initial conditions, etc.), or from the output data
(hydrologic post-processing on the streamflow forecasts).
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2.3.1. Strategy 1: Hydrologic Pre-Processing Hypothesis (HPR)
Rainfall forecasts or any other climate forecasts derived from satellites or climatological models
are prone to errors that must be corrected (Sun et al., 2018). The propagation of these errors is
more significant when the forecasts are biased, especially those for rainfall, since this is the most
important variable for hydrologic modeling. Hydrologic Pre-Processing (HPR), or well-known by
climatologists as Meteorological Post-Processing (Met-Post) (Verkade et al., 2013) is the
hypothesis utilized or required for regularization and correction of satellite or climate model-based
rainfall estimates (Figure 5). Traditional Bias Correction (BC) methods are linear scaling
(Lenderink et al., 2007), local intensity scaling (Schmidli et al., 2006), power transformation
(Leander and Buishand, 2007), and distribution mapping (Ines et al., 2006; Piani et al., 2010). In
fact, one of the most popular methods for rainfall bias correction within the scientific community
is the Quantile Mapping or Distribution Mapping (Wood et al., 2004; Ines et al., 2006; Piani et al.,
2010; Crochemore et al., 2016; Valdés-Pineda et al., 2016; Katiraie-Boroujerdy et al., 2020).
However, given that the relationship between rainfall and bias can be a very complex and nonlinear, machine learning techniques are emerging as new alternatives for the application of rainfall
bias correction. Recent studies have been focused on the construction and evaluation of stochastic
satellite rainfall error models (Chen et al., 2020); the application of classification and regression
trees (CART) for bias-correction of the multi-satellite products (Chaudhary and Dhanya, 2020);
the application of neural networks to improve satellite precipitation retrievals and to reduce bias
in satellite precipitation products (Tao et el., 2016; Le and Lee, 2020; Wang et al., 2020); and the
application of methods as Support Vector Machines (SVM), Random Forests (RF), and MultiModel ensembles (Cho et al., 2020) which are also part of this trend of applying ML methods for
BC in Hydrologic Pre-Processing.
In the operational context, any BC technique can be applied at an hourly, daily, monthly or
yearly scale. The raw satellite or climate model estimates are commonly trained and tested using
a reference dataset during training or warm-up period (TW). If we assume that the historical or most
recent relationships established during TW can be applied during the forecasting period (TF); then,
any hypothesis ( iu ) of the input data generated from a family of input data i, and for the forecast
TF

period TF, can be calculated as a corrected time series ( uTi
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Where,
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is the hypothesis of the input data from a family of input data i about the HFS for the
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uTi F is the control variable for the forecast period TF.
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month m, and for any spatial location with coordinates x and y.
Figure 5. General representation of Daily Bias Correction Techniques: (a) linear, and (b) quantile mapping that can be applied to correct raw
climate data (SPPs or GCMs), based on true data (rain gauges or reanalyzed gridded products). The result is an improved hydro-meteorological
forcing with a statistical distribution like that of the climatology.

For further evaluation and developing of the HPR hypothesis, the detection of rainfall
events from multiple raw and corrected rainfall products can be supported with the construction of
single or multiple confusion matrices (Table 1) including two main classes of detection: (1) Rain,
and (2) No-Rain. This split allows for the calculation of several performance indexes as the number
Positive Hits (HP) which is the number of correct detections of rainfall; the False Alarm (FA)
which is the number of false detections of rainfall; the Misses (M) which is the number of missing
detections rainfall; and the Zero Hits (HZ) which is the number of correct detections of no rainfall
(Almazroui 2011; Mehran and AghaKouchak 2014).
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Table 1. Example of Confusion Matrix for the evaluation of rainfall products.
Reference (Observed) Rainfall
Class
Rain
No Rain
Rainfall
Forecast
Rain
Positive Hits (HP)
False Alarm (FA)
No Rain
Misses (M)
Zero Hits (HZ)

Additional performance indexes which are well described in the Detection Theory can be used to
evaluate the detection capabilities of rainfall products (Wilks, 2006; Dinku et al., 2010; Almazroui,
2011; Mazzoglio et al., 2019). Some popular indices are the Probability of Detection (POD), which
is the ratio of the correct detections to the total number of occurrences of the reference dataset
(Table 2). The False Alarm Rate (FAR) or False Alarm Ratio which represents the ratio of the
number of false detections of rainfall to the total number of satellite-based rainfall occurrences.
The Threat Score (TS) which is a ratio of the number of correct detections of rainfall to the sum
of hits, false alarms and misses. The Skill Score (SS) can be any relative measure that compares
the performance of rainfall detection with respect to a reference dataset at any training, testing,
and validation periods (Table 2). Others measures can include metrics such as the correlation
coefficient (r), the root mean squared error (RMSE), the mean absolute error (MAE), the relative
mean absolute error (RMAE), the Brier Score (BS), the percent correct (PC), the true skill statistic
(TSS), the Gilbert skill score (GS), the Heidke skill score (HSS), and the categorical measure of
bias, among others (Valdés-Pineda et al., 2021). The calculation and evaluation of these
performance indexes or attributes helps improving the implementation of operational HFS from
an improvement of the properties of streamflow forecasts.
Table 2. Example of a different Performance Indexes used for the evaluation of raw and corrected rainfall products.
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2.3.2. Strategy 2: Hydrologic Processing (HP) Hypothesis
Our inability to generate exact physical representations of our hydrologic systems creates the need
for establishing a robust Hydrologic Processing (HP) hypothesis for the generation of streamflow
forecasts (or any other fluxes), that can quantify the hydrologic uncertainty propagated from each
component of an HFS. The paradigm of Multi-Product, and Multi-Model Ensembles can be used
to quantify the propagation of meteorological and hydrologic uncertainty into the forecasts.
Nearing and Gupta (2018) discussed that Multi-Model approaches can yield boundless errors in
inference, which produce unbounded uncertainty bands. One way to constrain an unbounded range
of possible future outcomes to be used for the construction of operational streamflow forecasts
products, is through the establishment of a constrained Hydrologic Processing (HP) hypothesis. In
fact, modifications to the HP hypothesis (i.e. changes to the model structure, model parameters,
model conditions, or model initializations, etc.) can have significant implications for the final
propagation and quantification of total uncertainty into the final streamflow forecasts products. In
this regard, the uncertainty propagated from the meteorological forecasts into an HFS, can be
quantified by constraining the HP hypothesis, and comparing the response of multiple components
to predefined inputs or structural model conditions (Clark et al., 2008; Craig et al., 2020; Kempen
et al., 2020). The HP hypothesis also allows understanding internal model dynamics over time
through the analysis of time dependent streamflow processes (Mai et al., 2020). In this regard,
assuming that for any spatial location with coordinates x and y (or for any given catchment outlet),
a known number of pre-calibrated “k” parameter sets can be combined with “i” input datasets,
j
and “j” hydrologic models, any hypothesis pT , for the hydrologic process “j”, can be trained
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and tested for any period TW as:
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•

uˆ TiW is the control variable used for parameter calibration during the warm-up period TW,
x,y

and for any spatial location with coordinates x and y.
From this representation, any HP hypothesis established through the application of Variational
Ensemble Forecasting (VEF), allows generating a comprehensive group of streamflow forecasts
through the combination of multiple non-weighted precipitation products, multiple hydrologic
models, and multiple non-weighted parameter sets. In the same context, the operational
implementation of VEF in the UZRB and its sub-basins included eight rainfall products (four raw
and four hydrologically pre-processed or bias corrected), and three hydrologic models, each of
them with four parameter sets. The HP hypothesis of a VEF allows increasing the number of
hydrologic ensembles (by eight times for this study case from 12 to 96) for streamflow forecasting,
or any other water or energy flux associated to any associated hypothesis about the model structure.
The VEF hypothesis can be also used to evaluate how the model parameters behave along the
dimension of multiple input datasets and model structures.
2.3.3. Strategy 3: Hydrologic Post-Processing (HPP) Hypothesis
The establishment of a Hydrologic Post-processing (HPP) hypothesis requires standardized
methods to quantify and reduce the total hydrologic uncertainty propagated from hydrologic
multiple ensembles into the final streamflows forecasts products. The HPR and HP hypotheses
established through VEF approaches are required to minimize the range of total uncertainty carried
from the meteorological forecasts, from the model structure, and from the parameter sets. The HPP
hypothesis is intended to improve the representation of raw forecasts through the construction of
algorithms able to generate reliable forecasts products for decision makers and stakeholders. The
HPP hypothesis can be formulated based on any available method i.e., machine learning methods
(Papacharalampous et al., 2019), stochastic methods (Madadgar et al., 2014; Hemri et al., 2015;
Xu et al., 2019), data assimilation techniques (Wang et al., 2018); artificial neural networks
(Bogner et al., 2016), decision trees (Tyralis et al., 2019), or bayesian approaches (Romero-Cuellar
et al., 2019), among others.
In an operational implementation it is key to quantify and reduce the total hydrologic
uncertainty propagated through the HFS, for the validation and generation of the final averaged
streamflow forecast products. The algorithm utilized in the final averaged product can be
constructed either from the whole range of raw streamflow forecasts of a single HFS run (no HPP
regularization), or by selecting only a subset of raw forecasts that can include only the best
performances (HPP regularization) extracted from the HPR and HP hypotheses. At this stage,
Hydrologic Regularization (HREG) can be motivated as a technique to improve the generalization
of a Hydrologic Testing Hypothesis (HTH) and aimed to construct the best averaged streamflow
forecast product based on the best possible streamflow estimates. For example, without bounds
over all possible operational streamflow forecasts, which are in fact bounds applied over the
complexity of the available function space, the HPP hypothesis may suffer overfitting and display
a poor error performance. In this regard, HREG can introduce a penalty which allows exploring
only certain regions of the streamflow forecasts function space used to build the HPP hypothesis.
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HREG is also aimed to improve the generalization of the errors associated to the HPP Hypothesis.
The generalization error values can be evaluated through any applied learning process through the
construction of Learning Curves.
Taking this idea into consideration, any HPP hypothesis about the streamflow forecasts ( hˆ

i , j ,k
yT

) can

F

be constructed for any forecasting period TF, through the merging of Variational Ensemble
Forecasting (which includes HPR and HP hypotheses), and any appropriate technique or algorithm
to support the HPP hypothesis.
The evaluation of historical or recent forecasting errors during a training and testing period TW, is
a common practice to quantify the Total Hydrologic Uncertainty (THU) propagated from multiple
modeling chain trajectories within an operational VEF context (Figure 6). The evaluation of THU
can be also used to construct Hydrologic Uncertainty Bands (HUB) in a suitable and systematic
manner, and to propagate them into the final streamflow forecast products (SFP). The main
assumption of the HPP hypothesis is that the distribution of the errors or any error parameters (
i , j ,k ), generated during the training or testing period, can be used to constrain our operational
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predictions during any forecasting period as:
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Considering the evaluation of THU and HUB, the HPP hypothesis for streamflow forecasting can
be applied from a reduced group or subset of raw streamflow forecasts ensembles (HPP
regularization); or from the whole set of raw streamflow forecasts (No HPP Regularization)
derived from a VEF approach. The HPP regularization technique is optional but it can be helpful
to remove unbounded ensemble forecasts from trajectories with poor hydrologic representation.
Figure 6. Multi-Input, Multi-Model, and Multi-Parameter Variational Ensemble Forecasting (VEF). Each Hydrologic Hypothesis
is shown in the context of VEF.

2.4. Machine Learning Opportunities for the construction of Hydrologic Hypotheses
Streamflow forecasting has traditionally been supported by physical or semi-physical
representations of the hydrologic systems; however, recent advances in artificial intelligence
technologies have led to the development of Machine Learning (ML) data-driven models which
have become an emerging tool used to capture the complex non-linear relationships inherent to the
rainfall-runoff process (Deo et al., 2016; Chau, 2017; Huang et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2017;
Fotovatikhah et al., 2018; Yaseen et al., 2018a and 2018b; Khosravi et al., 2019; Al-Sudani et al.,
2019; Mosavi et al., 2019; Sahoo et al., 2019; Adnan et al., 2020; Fu et al., 2020).
In this context, the hydrologic modelling paradigm has provided to the scientific community
two main approaches for streamflow forecasting: (1) Physically based models, such as those
utilized in this study, and (2) Statistical or ML data-driven models such as those applied under an
Artificial Intelligence (AI) paradigms (Yaseen et al., 2019). A third paradigm (evaluated in this
study) is a combination of (1) and (2) where one or several ML techniques can be linked to some
hydrologic modelling hypotheses during the construction and operational implementation of an
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HFS. In fact, many of the common tasks required to construct a functional HFS involve some type
of ML algorithm for data scraping, data processing, data training, model training, model testing,
model selection, model evaluation, tuning of model outputs, etc. These ML tasks can be implicitly
or explicitly included in any Variational Ensemble Forecasting (VEF) approach to allow for the
construction of multiple hydrologic trajectories in an operational context.
The main advantage of data-driven models (or disadvantage depending from the point of
view), is that they do not require information about the complex nature of the underlying
hydrologic processes to be simulated. An enhanced feature is that ML models are not limited by
incomplete records as it is a common issue for the calibration of physically based hydrologic
models. Additionally, their learning and testing speed can be several times faster as compared to
traditional hydrologic modelling methods (see i.e. Deo et al., 2016; Yaseen et al., 2019). On the
other hand, the main benefits of implementing knowledge-driven approaches such as the VEF
approach is that the operational hydrologic modelling chain or HFS can maintain the physical
meaning of the hydrologic system or catchment under evaluation. This information is vital for
tracking internal water or energy fluxes and states, but it might be subject to the inclusion of many
hydrologic input variables to supply initial and boundary conditions to simulate the elemental
physical processes of a catchment (Yaseen et al., 2019).
Considering the advantages and disadvantages of both modelling strategies, it seems that an
additional and logical path for the representation of hydrologic systems is the combination of
traditional VEF approaches and ML algorithms (Table 3). This merging allows establishing
efficient learning strategies about any Hydrologic Processing Hypothesis (HPR, HP, and HPP),
and regarding any component of the hydrologic modelling chain. In this regard, one of the main
challenges of developing operational streamflow forecasts combining VEF and ML (VEF-ML) is
the lack of formal concepts on how to merge algorithms, and what is the range of possible
hydrologic applications in which they could be used for. From our perspective, any VEF-ML
approach can be imbricated as a formal paradigm required to solve any of the three general
Hydrologic Processing Hypotheses (HPR, HP, and HPP) (see some examples on Pan et al., 2019;
Schmidt et al., 2020; Tennant et al., 2020; Ombadi et al., 2020).

2.5. Hydrologic Learning Strategies (HLS) for Operational VEF
Depending on the input data available for hydrologic modelling, streamflow forecasting
can be treated as a hybrid VEF-ML approach, which can combine conventional or traditional
modelling strategies with any of the three traditional ML learning strategies or learning styles: (1)
Supervised, (2) Unsupervised, and (3) Reinforcement Learning. For example, in Hydrologic
Supervised Learning (HSL), the input data has a known observed or instrumental output target;
therefore; an VEF-ML model can be trained, tested, and corrected to learn the mapping function
that turns input variables into the output variable of interest. This mapping can be performed for
any hydrologic hypothesis testing and to establish an improved performance for climatological or
hydrologic forecasts. Furthermore, depending on the type of data used for model design and model
construction, it is important to recognize that a supervised VEF-ML approach can be treated as a
Hydrologic Regression Problem (HRP), as a Hydrologic Classification Problem (HCP); or as an
Hydrologic Ensembling Problem (HEP), among other types of problems (see Table 3).
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When the input data does not have a known observed or instrumental result (i.e. observed
or instrumental streamflow); a VEF-ML model can be trained and tested only to extract general
rules or temporal patterns (i.e. seasonal, annual, decadal, etc.) by means of a mathematical process
to reduce redundancy, or to organize data by similarity. This learning strategy is called Hydrologic
Unsupervised Learning (HUL) where some popular problems are Hydrologic Clustering (HC),
Hydrologic Dimensionality Reduction (HDR), and Hydrologic Association Rule learning (HAR),
among others, (Table 3). Some popular algorithms utilized for HUL are K-Means, k-Medians,
Principal Components Analysis (PCA), Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA), among others (see
Table 3).
The third learning strategy or ML paradigm is Hydrologic Reinforcement Learning (HRL),
which is a ML learning style that can be used to learn optimal features or actions through trial and
error. The strategy is mostly used in hydrologic planning or design problems in the subject of
simulation-based optimization. With this learning strategy, the Hydrologic System can be stated
in the form of a Markov Decision Process (MDP) in which the decision or learning rules about the
ML model are stochastic. The strategy also works in absence of a training or a testing dataset, and
it is limited to learn from its previous experience. Monte Carlo approaches are common algorithms
utilized for HRL.
Table 3. Machine Learning Algorithms to support Hydrologic Learning Strategies (HLS).

Algorithm
Type
Regression
Instance-based
Regularization

Machine Learning Algorithm
Ordinary Least Squares Regression (OLSR) / Linear Regression / Logistic Regression /
Stepwise Regression / Multivariate Adaptive Regression Splines (MARS) / Locally
Estimated Scatterplot Smoothing (LOESS) / Ordinary Least Squares Regression (OLSR)
k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN) / Learning Vector Quantization (LVQ) / Self-Organizing Map
(SOM) / Locally Weighted Learning (LWL) / Support Vector Machines (SVM)
Ridge Regression / Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator (LASSO) / Elastic
Net, Least-Angle Regression (LARS) / Multivariate Combinatorial Linear Regression
(MCLR)

Decision Tree

Classification and Regression Tree (CART) / Conditional Decision Trees / Iterative
Dichotomiser 3 (ID3) / C4.5 and C5.0 (different versions of a powerful approach)

Bayesian

Naive Bayes / Gaussian Naive Bayes / Multinomial Naive Bayes / Averaged OneDependence Estimators (AODE) / Bayesian Belief Network (BBN) / Bayesian Network
(BN) / Naive Bayes

Clustering
Artificial Neural
Network
Deep Learning

k-Means / k-Medians / Expectation Maximisation (EM)
Hierarchical Clustering / Perceptron / Multilayer Perceptrons (MLP) / Back-Propagation /
Stochastic Gradient Descent / Hopfield Network
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) / Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) / Long ShortTerm Memory Networks (LSTMs) / Stacked Auto-Encoders / Deep Boltzmann Machine
(DBM) / Deep Belief Networks (DBN) / Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) /
Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) / Radial Basis function Neural Network (RBFNN)

Dimensionality
Reduction

Principal Component Analysis (PCA) / Principal Component Regression (PCR) / Partial
Least Squares Regression (PLSR) Sammon Mapping / Multidimensional Scaling (MDS) /
Projection Pursuit / Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) / Mixture Discriminant Analysis
(MDA) / Quadratic Discriminant Analysis (QDA) / Flexible Discriminant Analysis (FDA)

Ensemble

Boosting / Bootstrapped Aggregation (Bagging) / AdaBoost / Weighted Average
(Blending) / Stacked Generalization (Stacking) / Gradient Boosting Machines (GBM) /
Gradient Boosted Regression Trees (GBRT) / Random Forest
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2.6. Evaluating the Performance of VEF-ML approaches
The generalization performance of a learning strategy relates to its predictive skill on an
independent testing or training dataset (Hastie et al., 2009). A Loss Function L( yˆTi , j ,k , yREF ) for
Wx,y

TW
x,y

measuring errors between observed and predicted features is required to select a model ensemble
and to evaluate the performance of any selected VEF-ML prediction. Common Loss Functions
used in quantitative or regression problems are absolute errors, squared errors, inverse errors,
weighted errors, among others. This evaluation guides the choice of the best VEF-ML prediction(s)
through a measure of the performance of the selected hydrologic ensemble(s). In this regard, an
important discussion about performance assessment has to do with the interplay between bias,
variance and model complexity (Gan et al., 1997; Friedman et al., 2001; Gupta et al. 2009; Del
Giudice et al. 2015).
In the VEF-ML paradigm, model complexity can be defined of several ways: (1) as the complexity
of non-linear functions (model structures) describing the fluxes of hydrologic models; (2) as the
relationships between input variables and target variables of data-driven models, (3) as the number
of input variables and required training samples; or (4) as the number of model (or tuning)
parameters. As a rule of thumb, Hydrologic Model Complexity (HMC) increases with the
dimension of the hydrologic system (or the problem) to be simulated (or to be solved). Generally,
as the model complexity increases (
), the variance ( 2 ) tends to increase, and the squared bias
( 2 ) tends to decrease. Typically, we want to choose a model complexity that can balance bias
and variance in such a way that it can minimize the training errors calculated by an Expected Loss
Function (ELF) as:
argmin E[ L(
i , j ,k
TW
x,y

However, the Training Error (
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x,y

i , j ,k
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x,y

| ˆyTiW, j ,k , yREFT
x,y

)]

Wx,y

) which is calculated over a training sample is not a good

estimator of the Test Error or Generalization Error (

i , j ,k
TF
x,y

) which is calculated over a testing sample;

therefore, this latter performance measure is required to properly account for the performance of
model complexity. For example, the expected training error can decrease consistently with an
increased model complexity, typically dropping to zero if the model complexity is sufficiently
increased. Furthermore, if a model has zero training but poor generalization skills, it is probably a
signal that the model is overfitted to the training data. Overfitting occurs when the selected model
ensemble learns the noise instead of the signal in the training data to the extent that it negatively
impacts the performance of the model on new unseen testing data. Overfitting can be fixed by
reducing model complexity utilizing aleatory approaches or by applying regularization techniques
to penalize the loss function over large weighted parameters i.e. regression can be regularized, and
decision trees can be pruned, both to reduce model complexity.
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2.7. Training, Testing, and Updating VEF-ML Approaches for Streamflow Forecasting
The best approach for assessment and selection of hydrologic ensembles from VEF-ML is to
randomly divide the dataset into three small sub-datasets defined as: (1) Hydrologic Training
Dataset (HTRD), (2) Hydrologic Validation Dataset (HVAD), and (3) Hydrologic Testing Dataset
(HTED). The HTRD is used to calibrate the VEF-ML approach; the HVAD is used to estimate the
forecasting error for any selected ensemble from VEF-ML; and the HTED is used for assessment
of the generalization error of the final chosen hydrologic ensemble. This evaluation can be used to
select deterministic (single ensemble) or stochastic (multiple ensembles) forecasts during the
Hydrologic Post-Processing Hypothesis which is intended to generate a final streamflow forecast
product.
In an operational VEF-ML approach, HTRD, HVAD, and HTED can be continuously
updated at every model run if continuous instrumental records can be obtained after the generation
of hydrologic forecasts products. The updated input and output data can be arranged along the
temporal domain as a fixed or mobile window that can range from a few hours to many years of
records that are used for assessments and selection of Hydrologic Ensembles. The learning
generated during the training period can be used to recognize the best hydro-climatological
trajectories and physical representations of a catchment. Once a single or multiple raw forecast are
finalized, a streamflow forecast product can be generated from them. This product represents the
official forecast warning which is reported for end users and agencies.
At this stage, a simple but important question we need to ask ourselves to push a hydrologic
modeling strategy forward is the following: can we learn from our physically based hydrologic
input, parameters or predictions? To answer this question, we need to recognize that any VEF-ML
approach can contain several pieces of ML algorithms that can be used to learn from model features
as inputs, model structures, model parameters, or model outputs. Any of these can be used to
improve a Hydrologic Hypothesis Strategy (HHS). In this study, we assume that any VEF-ML
approach can take advantage of all available physical trajectories or ensembles, which are defined
by combining several hydrologic hypotheses under a multi input-model-parameter VEF
environment. These trajectories can be used to improve the HPP hypothesis associated to
streamflow forecasts. In fact, a HPP hypothesis can be used to represent raw streamflow forecast
through the calculation of some averaged forecast with error bands around it, which are used to
treat total hydrologic uncertainty propagated from the modelling chain (see next section). This is
so far the best way in which streamflow forecast products are provided for stakeholders. This
format allows them to have a decision range for water management purposes.
2.8. Hydrologic Inference and Pattern based Learning Strategies (HILS and HPLS)
Operational VEF-ML Streamflow Forecast Products are the result of improving any HPP
hypothesis by learning from the physical predictions. However, if the combination of HPR and HP
hypotheses does not have any robust physical assumptions, any learning from ensemble forecasts
might be not feasible. At this stage, the way we structure an VEF-ML algorithm i.e design choices,
workflow structure, are very important to represent any Hydrologic Hypothesis. In this regard, the
most straightforward way to establish a HP hypothesis is to pick the best physical representation
from the VEF approach and use it to establish stochastic boundary conditions for the propagation
of total hydrologic uncertainty bands.
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The justification of using an inference learning (or estimation) model typically depends on
its ability to capture the main features of the (hydrologic) system (Bzdok et al., 2018). For instance,
the implementation of ensemble averaging techniques gained attention within the hydrologic
community (see Diks and Vrugt, 2010). Averaging methods include averaged-ensemble forecasts
(i.e. arithmetic average, geometric average, harmonic average, etc.); and weighted-ensemble
forecasts in which the weights for each physical trajectory can be estimated from historic or recent
errors calculated through the evaluation of training and/or testing datasets. For example, the
weighted arithmetic average approach assigns smaller weights to those ensembles in which the
historical or recent training/testing errors are greater; therefore, they contribute less information to
the final averaged forecast product. On the other hand, those ensemble forecasts with smaller errors
contribute more information to the final weighted average forecast.
For any operational learning strategy applied over the physical VEF trajectories, the
generation of streamflow forecasts products (average prediction and uncertainty bands), and the
calculation of weights for each selected ensemble can be only performed if the variance or the
probability density function (PDF) of the bias is known for any training/testing period. For
instance, the estimation of temporally varying bias, its variance, and its PDF allows estimating
weighted average forecasts that represent the maximum likelihood estimator of the expected
streamflow forecast. The weights associated to each raw forecast can be calculated using
multivariate inference methods as the popular Distance Weighting Methods (DWM). With these
approaches the weight decreases as the forecast error increases (distance) between the
training/testing streamflow records and the raw streamflow forecasts used for the learning process.
As a summary it is important to understand and recognize that any Hydrologic Inference
Learning Strategy (HILS) applied over the VEF ensembles incorporates and evaluates our
knowledge of the hydrologic system to generate an expected operational streamflow forecast.
However, further discussion suggests that any operational HFS should also validate deeper
Hydrologic Pattern Learning Strategies (HPLS) through the implementation of pattern-learning
algorithms focused on the empirical capabilities of the model utilized in the learning strategy. In
this regard, the application of a Hydrologic Pattern Learning Strategies (HPLS) offers an additional
opportunity of training and/or testing the model performance along similar historic or recent
hydrologic states (see discussion of Bzdok et al., 2018; Kim et al., 2019). This learning strategy
requires the implementation, and evaluation of deeper machine learning algorithms. Therefore, it
is important to understand and recognize that the final objective of these techniques is to produce
a more accurate streamflow forecast by combining multiple but individually weak VEF
predictions, throw the implementation and combination of several available techniques as
bootstrapping (Hastings, 1970), bagging (Breiman,1996), and boosting techniques (Freund and
Schapire, 1996; Freund et al., 1999), which are commonly combined with decision trees to
construct powerful learning strategies as for example Random Forests (Breiman et al., 2001) or
Gradient Boosted Decision Trees (Friedman et al., 2001; Hastie et al., 2009) (See Figure 7) .
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Figure 7. Example of two of the most popular ML algorithms that can be applied as Hydrologic Learning Strategies (HLS). Both
Hydrologic Inference and Hydrologic Pattern based Learning Strategies (HILS and HPLS) can be used in combination with ML
techniques to improve the final representation of an HPP Hypotheses. Hydrologic Bagging (HBAG) and Hydrologic Boosting
(HBOS) can be combined with decision trees to provide powerful methods for Hydrologic Regression Problems i.e. Random
Forests or AdaBoost methods.

2.9. Operational Averaging of HPP Hypotheses for VEF-ML Streamflow Forecast Products
Several VEF-ML techniques to establish multiple Hydrologic Learning Strategies (HLS)
for HPP were evaluated on this study. These HLS are aimed to (1) Improve the HPP hypothesis to
establish a stationary distribution which is close to the true joint distribution of HPR and HP; (2)
Evaluate the operational HFS performance utilizing a combined HLS and Markov-Chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) procedure over the testing datasets, (3) Evaluate the operational HFS
generalization capabilities over unseen data to reduce the overfitting problem; and lastly to (4)
Determine Causal Effects between the different Hydrologic Hypotheses or components of an
operational HFS (not evaluated on this study).
In this study, three Hydrologic Inference Learning Strategies (HILS) were evaluated: (1)
an MC variation of Inverse Variance Weighting (IVW), an (2) MC variation of Inverse Probability
Weighting (IPW), and the Multivariate Combinatorial Regression Analyses (MCRA). In the first
two approaches the weights are assigned over all available ensembles (with or without HREG)
utilizing a Markov Chain procedure by the opposite of the training and/or testing distance (variance
or probability of training and/or testing errors), and then standardized to adjust their total sum to
one (Ly et al., 2013; Valdés-Pineda et al., 2016). These approaches utilize training and/or testing
errors to learn from the physical predictions generated by VEF, and to generate expected SR2MR
(or seasonal) streamflow forecasts with associated total hydrologic uncertainty bands. For
example, the IVW (IPW) approach assigns more (less) weight to lower (greater) variance
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(probability) of errors. In the same sense, the Multivariate Combinatorial Regression (MCRA)
approach (Prabhakar, 2003), also called Universal Multiple linear regression analysis (see i.e.
Paradelo et al., 2015), can be applied as a hydrologic inference learning method or as a feature
selector method for operational streamflow forecasting. This method can be used to either assign
weights, or to apply HREG to any ensemble of streamflow forecasts to generate an average
streamflow forecast using as few assumptions as possible. MCRA performs regression analyses
over all possible combinations of VEF trajectories (or streamflow predictions). The total number
of combinations can be calculated by a binomial coefficient as “n chose f” where n is the total
number streamflow forecasts and f is the number of selected VEF trajectories that provide the best
prediction with the fewest number of assumptions. The MCRA algorithm does not necessarily
suggest that the underlying hydrologic processes are fundamentally linear; since some of these
processes may exhibit nonlinear, or even discontinuous, dependence on the underlying VEF
assumptions or HPR and HP hypotheses.
In addition to the previously mentioned HILS, we also evaluated and compared the
performance of a Hydrologic Pattern Learning Strategy (HPLS). In this context we applied three
methods. The first one is Principal Components Analysis (aka PCA, EOF, SVD) which is defined
as an orthogonal linear transformation that converts the streamflow predictions into uncorrelated
linear combinations of the predictions, which are chosen to represent the maximum possible
fraction of variability contained in the training and/or testing streamflow records. This method is
popular in atmospheric data analyses and other related geophysical applications (Lorenz, 1956,
Davis, 1976, White et al., 1991; Jolliffe, 2002; Shlens, 2005; Hannachi et al., 2007; Wilks, 2011;
Davydenko and Grayver, 2014; Li and Dehler, 2015). We also applied two of the most popular
HPLS methods introduced for ML applications: (1) Adaptive Boosting or AdaBoost.M1 (Freund
and Schapire, 1997), and (2) Random Forests (Breiman et al., 2001). These Deep Learning
Ensemble (DLE) methods, also known in classification problems as Committee-Based
Approaches for Active Learning (AL) (Seung et al., 1992) are powerful pattern-learning
algorithms for Hydrologic Ensemble Prediction within a HPP hypothesis context.
The AdaBoost.M1 algorithm considers the ensemble prediction problem as a two-class
(binary) problem in which each pair of predictor variables generates a prediction through a
classifier (also known as learner). The classifier can be a perceptron, Naïve Bayes, Decision Trees,
Logistic Regression, K-nearest Neighbor, Neural Networks, Support Vector Machine, etc.
AdaBoost is adaptive in the sense that the boosting algorithm sequentially applies a weak
classification to repeatedly modified versions of the data, thereby producing a sequence of weak
classifiers. The predictions from all the classifiers are combined through a weighted majority vote
to produce the final prediction (Hastie et al., 2009).
Random forests combine decision trees and bagging (bootstrap aggregation) to reduce the variance
of an estimated forecasting or prediction function. This combination is supported by the fact that
decision trees are generally the best candidates for bagging since they can capture complex nonlinear interactions between inputs and target variable(s), and if grown sufficiently deep, have
relatively low bias (Hastie et al., 2009). In Streamflow Forecasting, a large collection of decorrelated trees is fit several times to bootstrapped samples of the training records (and variables),
and the final prediction is an average of the random forests or random ensemble of trees. Each tree
grown with the bagging technique is identically distributed (i.d.); therefore, the expected prediction
of bagged trees is the same as the expected prediction of single trees, and the main focus of model
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improvement is through variance reduction. This is the main difference compared to boosting
techniques, since the trees (stumps) are grown in an adaptive manner where the focus is to reduce
bias, and therefore the grown trees are not identically distributed. However, on many hydrologic
problems the performance of random forests might be very similar to boosting, but they are simpler
to train and tune (Hastie et al., 2009).
Then, taking into consideration both learning strategies (HILS and HPLS) and the algorithms
evaluated in this study, any HPP hypothesis about a VEF-ML approach can be stated as:
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is an expected post-processing hypothesis about the streamflow forecasts derived
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from the input data i, the model structure j, the parameter set k about the HFS, and for the
forecast period TF.
yTi , j,k is an expected streamflow forecast derived from the input data i, the model structure
Fx,y

•

j, the parameter set k about the HFS, for the forecast period TF, and for any spatial location
with coordinates x and y.
ˆyTi , j ,k are the raw streamflow forecasts derived from the input data i, the model structure j,
Fx,y

•

the parameter set k about the HFS, for the forecasting period TF, and for any spatial location
with coordinates x and y.
ˆyTi , j ,k are the historical streamflow forecasts derived from the input data i, the model
Wx,y

structure j, the parameter set k about the HFS, evaluated for the training/testing period TW,
and for any spatial location with coordinates x and y.
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n, N, f, m, M, b, and B are the respective sample sizes of each selected learning strategy.

•

HILS-1, HILS-2, and HILS-3 are the Hydrologic Inference Learning Strategies.

•

HPLS-4, HPLS-5, and HPLS-6 are the Hydrologic Pattern Learning Strategies.
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3.

Results and Discussion

3.1. Spatio-Temporal Scales and Hydrologic Pre-Processing (HPR)

At the catchment scale, climatology products generally have a better retrospective skill because of
the instrumental corrections applied during the re-analysis stage or popularly known as
meteorological post-processing. However, an important limitation is that most of the climatology
products are not available in the (near) real-time or short- to medium-range (SR2MR) forecasting
domain. Therefore, for operational SR2MR streamflow forecasting, (near) real-time SPPs and/or
RCMs are still required. In this context, any biased hypothesis about raw climate forecasts products
(poor spatial or temporal climate data representation), can be “hypothetically” improved through
the implementation of a hydrologic pre-processing hypothesis (HPR). In this regard, a better
hypothesis about the climatology must be approximated at each pixel or grid cell within the
catchment domain; however, an important issue on this procedure is the assumption that all pixels
share the same climate hypothesis; which is an incorrect assumption because it can lead to a
reduction of the forecast skill (an increase of uncertainty) in areas that have different climatology
hypotheses. This means that even after HPR is done, the propagation of uncertainty and skill
cannot be solved effectively unless we apply an adaptive method in which we find the closest
hypothesis (best PDF) at each pixel included in the catchment’s modelling domain. These
differences between instrumental (observed) and climate products (estimates) can underestimate
or overestimate SR2MR rainfall rates and consequently streamflow forecasts (Figure 8).
Figure 8. Forecasting Skill (calculated as R2) and Uncertainty (calculated as RMSE) of Short-Range (2000-2019) to MediumRange Rainfall Forecasts in the Upper Zambezi River Basin (UZRB), Africa. Real-time (RAW and HPR) short-range satellite
rainfall forecasts (CMORPH, TMPA, and PERSIANN), are combined with climate model medium-range forecasts (Global
Forecasting System, GFS) to generate SR2MR climate forecasts for operational streamflow forecasting based on VEF. The
catchments outlets are represented by reds markers. The HPR version of each satellite is flagged as bias corrected (BC).
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The areas of low short-range forecast skill and high meteorological uncertainty can have a
strong dependence on the algorithm used to detect or model storm events i.e., passive microwave
(PMW)-based rainfall estimates are generally more accurate than infrared (IR)-based algorithms
(e.g., Adler et al. 2001, Joyce et al., 2004; Upadhyayaet al., 2020). It is also more accurate than
medium-range rainfall estimates generated by numerical weather models (NWM) as shown in
Figure 8. This leads to large differences in the ability to detect stratiform or convective storms,
and it can also cause large spatial variability at the catchment scale due to larger estimation errors
propagated from both low rainfall estimation performance or specific controlling factors such as
landscape features i.e. elevation, latitude, longitude, topography, etc. In large catchments, features
such as the latitude, longitude or elevation of the pixels included in the modeling grid can reveal
marked differences between highlands (mountainous areas), lowlands (semiarid areas), and water
bodies such as large rivers or lakes (Table 4). Anomalies of SPPs over low-elevation semiarid
regions can be generated mainly due to sub-cloud evaporation, warmer background surface, or
aerosols that can hide rainfall from isolated convection systems (Dinku et al., 2010). The presence
of an increased number of false alarms events that can occur mostly in the form of light rain (<2
mm/day) can also cause larger uncertainty (lower skill) on the pixels located over water bodies
(Tian and Peters‐Lidard, 2007). In the highlands or mountainous regions, the short-range
uncertainty is increased at higher elevations, probably due to poor detection of light rain caused
by an incorrect discrimination between stratiform and convective events or the discrimination
between raining and non-raining clouds over relatively warm surfaces (Cattani et al., 2009; Hirpa
et al., 2010; Dinku et al., 2007; Thiemig et al., 2012; Maggioni et al., 2016).
Table 4. Average forecasting skill and meteorological uncertainty of short-range rainfall estimates in the Upper Zambezi River
Basin (UZRB), Africa. The measures were estimated for three SPPs (CMORPH, TPMA-RT, and PERSIANN) as an average from
all pixels available on each group, highlands (>1300 m.a.s.l.), the main river (775-1230 m.a.s.l.), and Lowlands (<1300 m.a.s.l.).
The average uncertainty (skill) of SPPs is increased (decreased) at lower (higher) elevations mainly because rainfall estimates vary
spatially according to a bimodal topographic pattern. The levels associated to each landscape feature were determined from the
hypsometric curve of the basin (see appendix for details).
CMORPH

TMPA-RT

PERSIANN

Landscape Feature

Skill
(R2)

Uncertainty
(RMSE)

Skill
(R2)

Uncertainty
(RMSE)

Skill
(R2)

Uncertainty
(RMSE)

Highlands (>1300 m.a.s.l.)

0.39

6.52

0.58

4.82

0.45

5.70

Main River (775-1230 m.a.s.l.)

0.35

7.07

0.51

5.39

0.41

6.20

Lowlands (<1300 m.a.s.l.)

0.37

6.64

0.57

4.98

0.45

5.79

The forecast skills and uncertainties propagated from the medium-range rainfall estimates can be
primarily attributed to the physics of the numerical weather model (NWM) used to resolve cloud
microphysics, convection and diffusion schemes, boundary layer schemes, and data assimilation
schemes, among others (Rodwell et al., 2007; Scaife et al., 2010; Klocke et al., 2014; Palmer
2020). Other important storm characteristics associated with flooding events have to do with the
accuracy of NWP to capture the areal extension of the storms, their rainfall rate, and the northsouth progression of the ITCZ-derived convection (latitudinal influence). All these storm
characteristics need to be realistically simulated using an appropriate combination between
catchment size and spatial resolution of the selected climate models to develop appropriate
Hydrologic Modelling Paradigms (HMP) for the design and construction of operational HFS.
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In the SR2MR climate forecasts domain, the selection of climate products can bring up two
additional controlling factors of climate forecasts performance: (1) Spatial Resolution (SR), and
(2) Leading Time of forecasts (LT). For example, at any defined resolution of SR2MR climate
products, an optimal spatial or temporal structure can be found by evaluating the climate forecast
skill, or the climate uncertainty along the dimension of the catchment sizes, where the response
may be an increasing or decreasing linear or non-linear function (in the case of one climate
product), or a plane (in the case of multiple climate products, or multiple leading times for the
same climate product). These response functions can be used to inform any improvement of an
HPR hypothesis during an operational implementation of an HFS (see Figure 9).
Figure 9. (a), (c) Spatio-Product Structure (SPS) and (b), (d) Spatio-Temporal Structure (STS) of short-range and medium-range
Climate Forecasts Uncertainty (CFU) from the evaluation of daily storms between 2014 and 2017 in the Upper Zambezi and its
sub-catchments (Africa). A strong gradient along the dimension of the catchment’s sizes can be observed for both short- and
medium-range climate forecasts using a spatial resolution of 25 km.

Medium-range climate forecasts can also contain an obvious but more difficult to find
spatio-temporal structure in which the shorter the leading time of the climate forecasts, the better
the climate forecast skill, and the lower the climate forecast uncertainty. The evaluation of climate
forecasts leading times at the catchment scale can be used to define the sensitivity of each
catchment to the skill and uncertainty of the climate forecasts (Figure 10a). Furthermore, each
leading time will have different forecast skill and uncertainty depending on its location over the
spatio-temporal structure of medium-range climate forecasts (Figure 10b).
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Figure 10. (a) Medium-range climate forecast skill for each catchment and sub-catchment sorted along the dimension of the leading
times of the forecasts; (b) Medium-range climate forecast skill for each leading time sorted along the dimension of the catchment’s
sizes. The calculations were made for all wet days between 2014 and 2017 in the Upper Zambezi and its sub-basins utilizing Global
Forecasting System (GFS) predictions at 25 km. of spatial resolution.

This strong relationship between uncertainty (and skill) regarding the size of the
catchments under evaluation, and as a function of the selected spatial resolution of the climate
product, can span all leading times of medium-range climate forecasts (Figure 11). These are also
important controlling factors of any HPR hypothesis used to establish an operational HFS
implementation and the posterior performance at the catchment and sub-catchment scale.
Figure 11. Catchment-averaged forecast skill and uncertainty of medium-range GFS forecasts in the Upper Zambezi and its subcatchments.
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3.2. Improving Hydrologic Processing Hypotheses with VEF

There are several benefits of an operational VEF implementation: (1) Compared to
traditional hydrologic Ensembling techniques, the implementation of fully operational VEF
approach allows increasing the number of hydrologic ensembles by “ijk” times (Figure 12). The
traditional approaches can be implemented based on “i” inputs (Multi-Input) propagated through
a single hydrologic model, or by combining multiple models (Multi-Model), multiple parameter
sets (Multi-Parameter), or multiple initializations (Multiple-Initializations). Any of these
approaches can increase the number of hydrologic ensembles by “j” or “k” times in a separate
manner. On the other hand, a fully implemented operational VEF approach takes advantage of all
available components of an operational HFS to provide “ijk” ensembles, where the inclusion of
optimal parameter sets can increase the number of ensembles by an additional “k” times (see Figure
12).
Figure 12. Example of increased number of Ensembles based on four climate products, three hydrologic models, and four
parameter sets.

A fully VEF approach can also help to quantify and evaluate the total hydrologic uncertainty
(THU) propagated from the multiple forecasts included in an operational HFS implementation
(Figure 13). A reduction of THU can be achieved by evaluating the performance of multiple
hydrologic process hypotheses, where the best physical representation or best process hypothesis
of the hydrologic system is assessed using a variable of interest (i.e. streamflow). In an operational
VEF approach, the quantification of THU from the combination of multiple inputs, hydrologic
models, and optimal parameter sets allows finding an optimal input-model-parameter trajectory,
in which the most adequate hydrologic process hypothesis (HPH) can be found from any
combination of optimal parameter sets with any input dataset that was not necessarily the original
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dataset used during the calibration of the hydrologic model. This means that the inclusion of
optimal parameter sets along with VEF can provide an additional alternative to reduce THU
(Figure 13).
Figure 13. Optimal parameters set produced from the calibration of HBV_DS (top) and HYMOD_DS (bottom) models utilizing
multiple precipitation products: a reference dataset (CHIRPS), and multiple satellite precipitation products (CMORPH,
PERSIANN, TMPA). The bars represent the intra- and inter-catchment variation of the optimal maximum storage capacity of the
soil moisture accounting tank calibrated from every precipitation product.

A comprehensive implementation of Variational Ensemble Forecasting (VEF) that
includes multiple climate products, multiple models, and multiple optimal parameter sets can help
improving the performance of operational hydrologic forecasting systems (HFS). However,
improvements can be achieved through the evaluation of multiple hydrologic process hypotheses,
each with at least four levels of refinement (HPR, HP1, and HP2, and HPP). The first three levels
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of refinement (HPR, HP1, and HP2) have to do with the physical components of the operational
HFS (Figure 14), while the fourth or any other additional levels are associated to improvements
that can be done over the predictions utilizing both data-driven or physic-based approaches for
hydrologic post-processing (HPP).
Figure 14. Variational Ensemble Forecasting (VEF) based on eight climate products (four RAW and four with HPR), three
hydrologic models (first level hypothesis HP1), and four parameter sets (second level hypothesis HP2). A total of 96 operational
ensembles with their Input-Model-Parameter component are represented by a dendrogram with arrows of different colors where:
(1) Rainfall Products, (2) Hydrologic Models, and (3) Optimal Parameter Sets. The labels indicate any combination of input, model,
optimal parameter set, and operational HFS performance (measured as R2) i.e. CH2HBVCH_0.84 is the best hydrologic ensemble
generated from climatology products using a combination of HPR-CHIRPS climate product, with HBV_DS model, and an optimal
parameter set generated with RAW-CHIRPS climate product. The best performance for each group of climate products
(climatology versus satellites) is highlighted with outer colored arrows representing the best Input-Model-Parameter combination.
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3.3. Combining VEF and ML (VEF-ML): From Raw to Final Forecasts Products

The application of hydrologic learning strategies (HLS) in an operational HFS
implementation allows the evaluation of the performance of multiple hydrologic ensembles (from
VEF) which can be used to construct reliable streamflow forecasts products or warning reports.
From these multiple raw forecasts (Figure 15), the performance of an operational HFS can be
further improved by applying an additional level or refinement (fourth level) known as hydrologic
post-processing (HPP). This strategy allows for the quantification of historical patterns of total
hydrologic uncertainty (THU), and its posterior propagation into the forecast products by means
of well-defined hydrologic learning strategies (inference- or pattern-based, among others). With
this paradigm, the combination of a shallow machine learning process, as it is the essence of VEF
approaches (see Figure 15), combined with deeper machine learning strategies, as those mentioned
in section 2.9, opens a wider range of alternatives for more refined improvements of operational
forecasts through the application of VEF-ML approaches.
Measures of skill and total uncertainty (total forecasting errors) are used to evaluate the
performance of VEF approaches (Figure 15). The multi-input, multi-model, and multi-parameter
approach is implemented as an operational VEF approach which allows cross-referencing multiple
precipitation products, multiple hydrologic models and multiple optimal parameter sets. The latter
are calibrated by combining multiple raw or HPR hypotheses in which multiple precipitation
products and multiple hydrologicly processed (HP) models are used to generate different levels of
refinement. The first level of an HP hypothesis (HP1) is a decision that can be based on model
structure adequacy and it can be related to pre-defined modifications over the model parameters,
the model states, and the models’ internal fluxes (Clark et al. 2008; Gupta et al., 2009). In this
context, the second level of hydrologic processing (HP2) defines how much additional reduction
of total hydrologic uncertainty can be reached in an operational HFS through the implementation
of VEF, compared to HP1 or to traditional modelling strategies. For instance, the evaluation of
raw forecasts (Figure 15a) generally reveals that climatology products outperform (Figure 15b)
satellites because they contain several levels of HPR refinement which also include (spatiotemporal) instrumental corrections. On the other hand, the evaluation of joint measures of skill and
THU (Figure 15c) can help identifying those ensembles with high forecast skill and low total
forecast uncertainty propagation, or vice versa.
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Figure 15. Forecast performance of (a) raw streamflow forecasts for the UZRB based on eight climate products, three hydrologic
models, and four optimal parameter sets (96 raw and 72 valid forecasts). The performance is evaluated with a measure of forecast
(b) skill (R2) and (c) uncertainty (RMSE). The table at the bottom are the labels for the numbering utilized on plots (b) and (c). The
labeling is represented as Model-Input-Parameter i.e. HBVCHCH is the HBV model forced with raw CHIRPS dataset and utilizing
the optimal parameters set generated from CHIRPS forcing.

3.4. Probabilistic Forecasts Products using HILS

In establishing hydrologic post-processing (HPP) hypotheses, a Hydrologic Inference Strategy
(HILS) is used to correct scaling issues and improve the performance of poor forecasts. The socalled raw forecasts are simply those derived from the physical representation of the catchment
under study utilizing different levels of HPR and HP hypotheses. Generally, from a large group of
raw forecasts there is a good opportunity to apply a learning strategy that will satisfy the required
level of HPP refinement. In doing a conversion from raw to HPP forecasts, there is an important
transition step in which regularization techniques can be applied to help reducing the final
complexity of an HPP hypothesis (Figure 16a). Therefore, for any operational VEF
implementation, Hydrologic Regularization (HREG) techniques can be used to make
modifications before or after implementing a learning strategy. After applying HREG, the HFS
performance is improved at two levels: (1) Reducing overfitting issues and (2) Improving the
generalization capabilities of the forecasts. Then for any VEF-ML implementation, it can be stated
that HREG is a first level of refinement (or HPP1) which is aimed to regularize the number of
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ensembles to establish an appropriate model complexity. HREG allows generating accurate
deterministic averaged streamflow predictions, but it also ensures establishing an adequate number
of ensembles for the final propagation of total hydrologic uncertainty (THU) into the operational
SR2MR forecasts products (see i.e. Roy et al., 2020). The second level of refinement (HPP2) has
to do with the construction of lower and upper boundary conditions of THU which can be resolved
by setting it to be equal to some increased or reduced simulated baseflow or peak flows conditions.
In our experimental evaluation, upper and lower THU boundaries for operational SR2MR forecasts
are constructed through a retrospective evaluation of the density distribution of total hydrologic
uncertainty (THU) (Figure 16b), which allows transferring (mapping) the parameters of any
probability density function of retrospective errors (generally an exponential function), under the
assumption that those parameters are valid for THU propagation over the operational development
of streamflow forecasts products (Figure 16c).
Figure 16. (a) Example of a HREG for the best 10 ensembles including climatology and satellite precipitation products. (b)
Empirical Cumulative Density Function for the historical THU showing the differences between raw (BSP, AVSP, IWV-SP, and
IWP-SP) and MCLR-based corrected streamflow forecasts (BSPC, AVSPC, IWV-SPC, and IWP-SPC). (c) Daily Rainfall, Raw
Ensemble Forecasts, final deterministic and stochastic (uncertainty bands of THU) operational forecasts products. BSP is the best
streamflow forecast; AVSP is the average streamflow forecast; IVW-SP is the Inverse-Variance Weighting streamflow forecast;
IVP-SP is the Inverse-Probability Weighting streamflow forecast. The letter C at the end of each label indicates corrected by
MCLR.
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3.5. Deterministic Forecasts Products using HPLS

The implementation of an operational VEF-ML approach can also include Hydrologic Pattern
Strategies (HPLS). These strategies are used to solve overfitting issues and reduce generalization
errors of an operational HFS implementation. The application of any HPLS offers an additional
level of refinement (HPP2) to reduce THU. With HPLS, the assimilation of deterministic forecasts
can be improved, however, this gaining in performance requires increased model complexities and
the evaluation of deeper machine learning algorithms. The use of Principal Components Analysis
(see appendix) or the tuning of boosted or bagged trees requires deciding about an optimal
complexity level of the constructed trees which depends of parameters as the learning rate, the
number of regression trees (or number of learning cycles), and the number and type of splits for
each tree learner, among others (Figure 18). The generalization capabilities of a final HPP
hypotheses can be also evaluated with additional cross-validation parameters as the number of
forecasting folds (Friedmann, 2001, Hastie et al., 2009).
Figure 17. Deterministic standardized streamflow forecasts for the UZRB generated from (a) the Maximum Explained Variance
of the best 10 leading modes; and (b) the Maximum Explained Variance from PC1 (leading mode). The modes were extracted from
the ten-best satellite-based forecasts. (c) Matrix of weights for the deterministic standardized forecasts presented in (a) and (b),
using the best-ten predictors and best-ten leading modes of streamflow variability.
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Figure 18. Calibration of Boosted and Bagged trees for the 10-best climatology-based forecasts (CLIM), and for the 10-best
satellite-based forecasts (SPPs). The optimal parameter values for each VEF-ML approach are presented in the plot. A slight better
performance of boosted trees over bagged trees is observed for both climatology- and satellite-based SR2MR streamflow forecasts.

The operational HFS generalization capabilities are evaluated throughout the dimension of several
input variables and/or parameters (see Figure 18) that are applied to forecast unseen streamflow
records during the testing period. In a real-time forecasting scheme, the ML optimization problem
requires evaluating what input variables (hydrologic ensembles), and what parameter values
(number of decision trees, maximum number of splits, learning rate etc.) are the most appropriate
to establish an HPP hypothesis that has reliable generalization capabilities over unseen streamflow
records. In this regard the Hydrologic Regression problem solved as a HPLS requires an
appropriate HPP hypothesis with a calibrated ML model that can provide the best generalization
to unseen records. The generalization capabilities are very important for an operational HFS
implementation, especially when using satellite-based forecasts which have lower performance
compared to climatology products due to its real-time availability and no possibility for real-time
instrumental corrections. In this context, the implementation of ML approaches offers additional
alternatives to improve operational SR2MR streamflow forecasts using an HPP hypothesis. The
generalization capabilities can have a range of variation which depends on the number and type of
satellites products used perform streamflow forecasts (Figures 19a, b, c, and, d), but it also depends
on the type of regression or classification method used to establish a VEF-ML approach, because
even using the same number and type of hydrologic ensembles, there are differences in terms of
the predictors of importance selected by each method to establish a ML model with convergence
to stable generalization capabilities (Figures 19e, and d). Issues of overestimation and
underestimation can still be observed with a VEF-ML implementation (or at least what we could
establish on this research), and they also variate depending on the selection of the number of
hydrologic ensembles used for an HPP hypothesis construction. For example, the larger the
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number of hydrologic ensembles for HPP, the larger the possibilities of establishing good
generalization capabilities; however, larger computational requirements and time could be
required for a problem that can be solved in a more parsimonious way but reducing the chances of
having underfitting or overfitting issues during an operational forecasting implementation.
Figure 19. Deterministic SR2MR streamflow forecasts for the Upper Zambezi River Basin (UZRB) generated from an operational
VEF-ML approach. The forecasts were generated for the testing year 2004 using all other years with existing records for training.
Two ML models (Boosted and Bagged Trees) were constructed from different combination of hydrologic ensembles (a) The ten
best satellite-based forecasts; (b) The ten best climatology-based forecasts; (c) all 72 hydrologic ensembles obtained from a VEF
implementation; and (d) the best satellite product (TMPA-RT). The bar plots represent the importance of each selected satellitebased forecast for (e) Boosted Trees; and (f) Bagged Trees (Random Forests).

4.

Final Discussion

The evolution of the science of hydrologic modeling is intertwined with the generation of
new knowledge about hydrologic systems, and with the implementation of new modeling that
allow reducing the propagation of hydrologic uncertainty and improving the hydrologic forecasts.
The philosophical discussion about how to establish operational hydrologic forecasting systems
(HFS) is strongly related to the modeling objective, which allows informing what are the technical
capabilities and resources available to establish predictive schemes that can be based on (1)
knowing and detailing the physical system that represents our hydrologic system, (2) assimilate a
hydrologic response based on statistical or mathematical relationships that allow describing the
non-linearities of the hydrologic system, or (3) a combination of (1) and (2) through the
development of forecasting systems capable of establishing predictive paradigms from a physical
representation of the hydrologic system. This latter approach provides opportunities of improving
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different components of the modeling chain (input-model-output) through the application of
hydrologic processing strategies (HPS).
The hydrologic processing strategies (HPR, HP, and HPP) may consider the application of
hydrologic learning methods or strategies (HLS) that are useful to define the best assimilation of
input data, the structures of the hydrologic models or their parameters, and/or the operational
forecasts. In general, these strategies are aimed for operational hydrologic systems that can
consider single or multiple input data (satellites and climate models), single or multiple hydrologic
models, single or multiple parameter sets, and/or single or multiple initial conditions, among
others. This multi-operational environment implementation defined as Variational Ensemble
Forecasting (VEF) has demonstrated its potential to reduce the propagation of hydrologic
uncertainty compared to traditional single modeling schemes. VEF assumes that there is not
“perfect model” that could lead us to use only one input data set combined with a single hydrologic
model, to generate a single operational forecast. The “perfect model” paradigm which provides
deterministic forecasts can be evaluated using a binomial “forecast success or failure” distribution.
An advantage of a VEF implementation is its ability to quantify, evaluate and inform the
propagation of uncertainty (meteorological and hydrologic) by comparing the forecasts of multiple
hydrologic ensembles generated during the operational implementation of an HFS. In this regard,
one way to develop an operational HFS using a multi input-model-parameter environment is
through the implementation of a VEF approach. The VEF paradigm allows evaluating an
unexplored modeling dimension related to the possibility of combining input data with hydrologic
models, and with parameter sets, to establish operational hydrologic forecasting systems that can
preserve the physical representation of the catchment under study. With this strategy it is possible
to evaluate the sub-components included in the structure of each selected hydrologic model and
draw specific conclusions about the hydrologic system.
Thus, when the physical representation of the basin to be simulated cannot be significantly
improved to achieve a “perfect model”, a VEF approach can be coupled with alternative methods
that allow solving scale problems (Blöschl et al. 2019) or problems in the representation of extreme
events. These latter are derived from an incorrect decision of the modelling scheme i.e. the size of
the basin where the hydrologic variable of interest will be simulated, the type and resolution of the
input data, and the leading time of the forecasts, among others. This is the main reason of why an
operational implementation of VEF requires establishing hydrologic processing hypotheses
through the application of hydrologic learning strategies. This simple procedure may shed new
light on (1) how the scientific community can establish more intelligent hydrologic forecasting
systems able to preserve the physical representation of the catchments, (2) how to develop
corrective mechanisms that can reduce the propagation of hydrologic uncertainty; (3) how to
improve forecasts by means of hydrologic inference strategies, or by means of hydrologic pattern
learning strategies, among many other available alternatives. The coupling of traditional
hydrologic modeling schemes with artificial intelligence systems (Machine Learning) allows
establishing new paradigms of deep learning to develop streamflow forecasts products (or
forecasts products for other hydrologic variables) that are reliable for decision makers and water
users in the catchments. In general, the complexity of a VEF-ML scheme must be kept within the
margins that allow minimizing both overfitting and underfitting during the operational forecasts
that are generated using new data that were not used during the model training stage.
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The examples presented in this study considered the improvement of the HPP hypothesis
by applying two learning strategies: (1) Hydrologic Inference and (2) Hydrologic Patterns, which
were evaluated using multiple retrospective streamflow forecasts or hydrologic ensembles.
Obviously, this is a first approach whose main objective has been to demonstrate the potential of
application of methods such as Inverse Weighted Variance, Inverse Weighted Probability,
Universal Multiple Linear Regression, Principal Components, Decision Trees (Boosted and
Bagged). All these methods were implemented in a context of Hydrologic Post-Processing
Hypothesis improvement. Obviously, the availability of resources (time and budget) is the most
important limiting factor when selecting a predictive scheme for a hydrologic forecasting system.
An inadequate selection of the tools available to implement an operational HFS can amplify the
dimension of the hydrologic problem to be solved, therefore, it is necessary to consider the concept
of parsimony when deciding about the final components of an operational HFS implementation.
The need for having “perfect” representations of our hydrologic systems, or models that
can better assimilate the hydrologic response of a target hydrologic variable with respect to certain
input variables, has pushed us towards the development and experimentation of alternative
methods that are supposedly to be more intelligent to establish predictive mechanisms. For
example, the artificial intelligence paradigm applied to the hydrologic science also tries to
disregard that hydrologic systems are inherently physical systems and that hydrologic responses
can be assimilated with data-driven models that do not consider hydrologic states or fluxes as the
main controlling factors of a modeling paradigm. Therefore, some obvious questions that arise
with this paradigm is how much the physical nature matters to the hydrologic system that we want
to model? Is it a reasonable practice to assimilate the response of hydrologic variables without
associating the process non-linearities to physical components of the hydrologic system? How can
we utilize a paradigm of artificial intelligence in the science of hydrologic modeling without losing
the efforts applied during decades in terms of better understanding the physics of a hydrologic
system?
On the other hand, there are still unexplored advantages that can be much more powerful than what
we know in terms of being able to improve the physical basis of a VEF-ML approach. For instance,
a comprehensive implementation of a hybrid scheme such as VEF-ML should (1) allow the
improvement of the parameterization of the hydrologic models included in the modelling chain;
(2) generate understanding about how the temporal factor or other categorical variables can be
used within the input variables that would allow building a decision model based on aspects of
artificial intelligence; (3) Decide what input variables provide the best predictive skill for the
hydrologic variable of interest, and how these variables could be used to improve the
parameterization and structure of models included in an operational hydrologic forecasting system
(HFS).
It is also important to add that the final forecasted or predictive hydrologic product can be
deterministic or stochastic in nature, and the definition of these products requires a better
understanding of how the hydrologic uncertainty propagates through the hydrologic modeling
chain. In an operational VEF approach, the resulting product can contain information of the total
uncertainty which is an accumulation of different sources of uncertainty (aleatory and epistemic)
propagated due to the combination of multiple satellite or climate models products with hydrologic
models (structures and parameters), that results in raw forecasts that need to be processed to
generate a final product that assumes the risk of predictive skill.
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All these technical aspects can be approximated with a VEF-ML implementation; however,
additional specific hydrologic strategies that can be used in combination with VEF approaches are
still required to establish baseline paradigms for the quantification, evaluation and propagation
management of hydrologic uncertainty for operational hydrologic forecasting. An acceptable
management of the hydrologic forecasting uncertainty can better inform water resources
management policies, based on operational schemes with real-time or short-range to mediumrange capabilities. They should also be based on operational schemes with seasonal or climate
change projections capabilities that can provide us larger leading times of the predictions which
becomes a unique opportunity to establish an important link between the spatio-temporal
distribution water supply and demand for all different uses at the catchment scale.
5.

Conclusions

This paper provides an approach for the implementation of an operational hydrologic
forecasting system (HFS) with clear identifications of the uncertainties of the forecasts. Specific
examples have been provided showing the advantages and disadvantages in the application of
various methods used to develop and improve operational hydrologic forecasts with Hydrologic
Processing Strategies (HPS). The implementation of VEF has shown that the combination of input
data, hydrologic models and parameter sets can provide additional sources to improve the
prediction of physical basis. Likewise, the proposed method is efficient to achieve the additional
levels of hydrologic uncertainty reduction. However, more research remains to be done to establish
robust theoretical and hypothetical frameworks to quantify, evaluate, reduce and manage the
propagation of hydrologic uncertainty. This will adequately inform stake holders and water users
about the risk associated with hydrologic operational forecasts. The implementation of hydrologic
processing hypotheses makes it possible to organize in a more systematic way the improvement
that may exist from physically based forecasts. In this context, the use of hybrid models, such as,
for example, VEF-ML will also provide a better understanding of how this coupled model could
have comparative advantages over traditional hydrologic model calibration schemes. This
coupling can help to preserve the original physical representation of the hydrologic system of
interest, improve the parameterization of hydrologic models, and provide the possibility of using
relevant categorical information to improve operational predictions of flows or other hydrologic
variable of interest.
The scientific community will probably continue discussing and preforming hydrologic
experiments with the aim of defining what type of additional knowledge or understanding is
required to improve the representation of hydrologic systems, and thus define the most appropriate
paradigms to improve operational hydrologic forecasts systems. This knowledge should be used
to adequately inform decision (or policy) makers, and water users, with more precise and accurate
operational forecasts that are reliable to inform the planning of productive, industrial, and domestic
systems, as well as the development of anticipated prevention and mitigation activities at different
hydrologic scales of a spatial and temporal nature.
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Abstract
The combination of Hydrological Models and high-resolution Satellite Precipitation
Products (SPPs), or regional Climatological Models (RCMs), has provided the means to establish
baselines for the quantification, propagation, and reduction of hydrological uncertainty when
generating streamflow forecasts. This study explains the main steps required to implement,
calibrate, and validate an operational hydrologic forecasting system (HFS) to monitor (real-time)
daily streamflows, and forecast them up to eight days in the future in the Upper Zambezi River
Basin (UZRB) in Africa. The forecasting process is called short- to medium-range (SR2MR)
streamflow forecasting. For the operational implementation of the HFS, real-time rainfall data
from three SPPs (TMPA-RT, CMORPH, and PERSIANN) were used. Additionally, rainfall data
from the Global Forecasting System (GFS) were used to generate rainfall predictions up to a lead
time of eight days. The raw rainfall data are downloaded from the respective NASA and NOAA
servers, and then corrected to calibrate three distributed hydrological models (HYMOD_DS,
HBV_DS, and VIC 4.2.b). The combination of multiple hydrometeorological sources are
evaluated using Variational Ensemble Forecasting (VEF) to provide operational real-time
streamflow forecasts for the UZRB and its sub basins. The challenges associated with the
implementation, calibration, and validation of the operational HFS in the UZRB are evaluated. We
also discuss how improvements of the multi-ensemble forecast skill can lead to a better
quantification and propagation of total hydrological uncertainty (THU) into the final streamflow
forecasts. This evaluation also discusses the implementation of practical inference-based
approaches, for the development of hydrological post-processing hypotheses aimed to improve
streamflow forecasts through a fully operational VEF implementation.
Keywords: Hydrologic Forecasting System, Satellite Precipitation Products, Multi-Models, Variational Ensemble
Forecasting, SR2MR, GFS, Real-Time Streamflow Forecasting, Best Streamflow Prediction, Inverse Variance
Weighting, Inverse Probability Weighting.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Decisions and Limitations of Hydrologic Forecasting
At any spatio-temporal scale, critical decisions about the design, functionality, and operability
of a Hydrologic Forecasting System (HFS) need to be made in order to reduce the total hydrologic
uncertainty (THU) propagated from different components of a hydrologic modelling paradigm
(HMP). In fact, reducing the total hydrological uncertainty is key to developing reliable Integrated
Water Resources Management (IWRM) strategies across scales. For river basins across the world,
the distribution of water resources largely relies on accurate streamflow forecasts. In Africa, for
instance, the waters of the Upper Zambezi River Basin (UZRB) are shared by eight countries:
Angola, Namibia, Zambia, Botswana, Malawi, Tanzania, Zimbabwe, and Mozambique. However,
the administrative complexities created by the transnational nature of the Zambezi Basin (Figure
1) result in inconsistencies in the operation and maintenance of the rain gauges and stream gauges
(see Table 1), and consequently a lack of reliable hydrologic data for the implementation of an
HFS. For example, rainfall or streamflow time series with missing records can undermine the
effectiveness of calibration and validation schemes, consequently increasing the propagation of
total hydrological (meteorological) uncertainty for the establishment of hydrologic postprocessing (pre-processing) hypotheses. Therefore, an appropriate identification and
quantification of uncertainty can help reducing the THU for the final construction of streamflow
forecast products.
Figure 1. (a) Upper Zambezi River Basin (UZRB) delineated above Katima Mulilo streamgauge. The green markers represent 9 rain gauges
available in the basin. The blue markers represent the streamgauges used in this study; (b) Location of the Zambezi Basin in the African continent.
The map also shows the location of major hydropower and water storage projects; (c) Modelling domain selected to implement the RT-HFS; (d)
Land cover map based on Bartholomé et al. (2005); and (e) Digital Elevation Model (DEM) based on Hydrosheds (90 meters resolution) (Lehner
et al., 2008).
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Table 1. Description of Streamgauges use in this study.
Country

Streamgauge

Zambia

Kalene Hill Road Bridge

Latitude
(degrees)
-11.13

Longitude
(degrees)
24.25

Area
(km²)
764

Altitude
(m.a.s.l.)
1261

Average
Flow (m3/s)
12.3

Zambia

Chivata Village

-13.33

23.15

3354

1065

17.4

Zambia

Luanginga - Kalabo

-14.96

22.68

34621

1021

Zambia

Kabompo Pontoon

-13.60

24.21

42740

1029

Zambia

Lukulu

-14.38

23.233

206531

Zambia

Senanga

-16.11

23.25

Namibia

Katima Mulilo

-17.48

24.3

Period

Missing (%)

1977 – 2004

34.81

1962 - 2004

23.32

59.0

1958 - 2004

8.94

252.2

1990 - 2005

51.04

1012

772.0

1950 - 2004

12.44

284538

992

972.6

1947 - 2004

8.40

339521

746

1174.5

1942- 2017

13.54

1.2. Brief History of Hydrological Modelling in the Upper Zambezi
The first HFS for Zambezi was applied in 2011, where using the Kalman filter combined with a
simple two-layer conceptual hydrological model to forecast streamflow in three sub-basins (Meier
et al., 2011). Satellite-based soil moisture estimates were used to calibrate the aggregated
hydrologic model, which was able to generate daily streamflow forecasts up to 40 days into the
future. The researchers argued that the spatial resolution of the satellite data needed to be improved
together with the implementation of more sophisticated hydrologic models. In 2014, the daily
floodplain behavior of the Zambezi was simulated by Liechti et al. (2014) applying a modified
reservoir approach for the SWAT model (Arnold et al., 2012). Their results showed that the
modified version of SWAT improved the simulation of daily streamflow and floodplain
development in the Zambezi basin. Several other hydrological models have been satisfactorily
calibrated and validated in other sub-basins of Zambezi with available records (i.e., Beck and
Bernauer, 2011; Michailovsky et al., 2012; Nones et al., 2013; and Gumindoga et al., 2016).
Despite all these modelling efforts in the Zambezi Basin, an operational HFS for the undisturbed
flows of the poorly-gauged UZRB has yet to be established. The primary objective of an
operational HFS is to generate accurate short- to medium-range (SR2MR) streamflow forecasts
that can inform water distribution schemes at the relevant spatial and temporal scales. However,
an operational HFS can only be implemented if the real-time and short-term forecasts of the input
data (e.g. rainfall, temperature, etc.) are readily available. Therefore, the use of multiple satellite
precipitation products (or regional climate models), combined with multiple conceptual and
physic-based hydrologic models, can provide important insights about the practical and scientific
aspects of implementing operational HFS in poorly gauged basins.
1.3. Purpose of this Paper
The main motivation of this study is to describe, analyze, and discuss the main steps required to
design and implement an HFS, aimed to improve SR2MR streamflow forecasts in the UZRB and
its sub basins during the operational stage. The technical functionality and operability of the HFS
is assessed using Hydrologic Processing Hypotheses (HPH) within the context of a Variational
Ensemble Forecasting (VEF) hydrologic modelling paradigm, i.e., optimal combination of
multiple precipitation products, multiple hydrologic models, and multiple parameter sets. The total
hydrologic uncertainty (THU) propagated by the HFS is evaluated and compared according to
different sources of uncertainty, i.e. satellite-based or model-based rainfall estimates, hydrological
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models, and optimal parameters. As detailed later in this paper, a more comprehensive overview
of the whole HMP used to implement an operational HFS can help significantly to generate an
improved streamflow forecast products that are closer to the hydrological conditions of the basin
under study.
2. Main Stages to Implement an Operational HFS
2.1.Forecasting Timescales and Water Management Activities
An HFS can be implemented for either of the three (or a combination thereof) principal forecasting
timescales: (1) Real-Time Monitoring (SR2MR), (2) Sub-seasonal or Seasonal Forecasting
(SR2LR), or (3) Climate Change Predictions. The choice of forecasting timescales is partly
determined by the relevant water management goals, and the needs of end-users of the forecasts.
In this study, the need for better water management schemes for flood warning and water allocation
in the lower Zambezi Basin prompted the implementation of an HFS for real-time streamflow
monitoring and short- to medium-range (SR2MR) forecasting in the UZRB and its sub basins. The
HFS was implemented to forecast streamflows in the UZRB because it is the only part of the whole
Zambezi River Basin without water regulation infrastructure. i.e. natural patterns of streamflow
can be observed in the UZRB. The SR2MR scheme allows streamflow forecasting from real-time
up to eight days into the future (Figure 2).
Figure 2. (a) Structure and major modules required to implement an operational Real Time Hydrologic Forecasting System (RHFS)
at short-range timescales RT-HFSSR (left-panel), and at medium-range timescales RT-HFSMR (right-panel).
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2.2.The Operational Context of a Hydrologic Modeling Paradigm
A functional HFS requires the design of a hydrologic modelling paradigm under an operational
scheme. The design can range from a simple propagation of meteorological forecasts using a single
hydrological model, to more advanced techniques which can include multi-parameter, multimodel, or multi-initialization schemes (Figure 3). The use of a simple propagation scheme does
not allow for the quantification of the hydrological uncertainty propagated from the model
structure or from the model parameters. However, by adding more parameter sets for a single
hydrological model (i.e., Beven and Freer, 2001), by adding more hydrological models (Clark et
al., 2008; Velazquez et al., 2011; Seiller et al., 2012; Valdés-Pineda et al., 2016; Roy et al., 2017),
or simply by performing more initializations of the initial starting conditions of a single model
(Wood and Lettenmaier, 2008; Wood et al., 2016), the hydrological uncertainty either from the
parameters, model assumptions, or initial conditions can be quantified.
In the UZRB, the operational HFS is designed as a VEF modelling paradigm in which the
best SR2MR forecasts are derived from the combination of multiple precipitation products,
multiple hydrologic models, and multiple parameters sets (Figure 3). This technique makes it
possible to increase the range of possible streamflow forecasts ensembles that can be used to
evaluate and select the best representations of the hydrological states and fluxes for the UZRB and
its sub basins.
Figure 3. Simplified hydrologic modelling paradigm (HMP) used in the operational HFS implementation for the UZRB and its
sub basins. Each of the hydrologic processing hypotheses (HPH) can help quantifying the propagation of total hydrological
uncertainty (THU) from different sources, i.e. input data, model structures and parameters, modelling assumptions, and initial
conditions of the models, etc.
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2.3. Selection of Hydro Climatological Forcings
The input data can have significant impacts on the propagation of meteorological and total
hydrological uncertainty, and consequently, on the final streamflow forecasts. In this regard, it is
well known that rainfall is the most important variable for streamflow simulation. At this stage,
either point-based instrumental records or gridded-based climatology products can be used to
establish baseline conditions and to correct SPPs or RCMs. The UZRB is a poorly gauged basin
that lacks a consistent hydrometric network with continuous records (only 9 rain gauges with
discontinuous records were available for the HFS implementation). Therefore, the hydrological
pre-processing hypothesis (also known as meteorological post-processing hypothesis) was
approximated using rainfall climatology provided by CHIRPS (Climate Hazards Group InfraRed
Precipitation with Station data) (Funk et al., 2014 and 2015), and temperature climatology
provided by the Global Meteorological Forcing Dataset (GMFD) (Sheffield et al., 2006).
To minimize the probability of errors propagated during the implementation of the
operational HFS, the quality of the climatological forecast products used in an HFS needs to be
evaluated and validated before they can be reliably used for hydrological applications. In the
UZRB, three SPPs were evaluated, corrected, and then used to provide short-range (real-time)
rainfall estimates (1) TMPA-RT (Huffman et al., 2007); (2) CMORPH (Joyce et al., 2004); and
(3) PERSIANN (Sorooshian et al., 2000; Hong et al., 2004). To complete the SR2MR scheme,
medium-range rainfall forecasts from the Global Forecasting System (GFS) (Saha et al., 2010)
were used. The original GFS product provides rainfall forecasts in six-hour intervals (00, 06, 12,
and 18 UTC) up to 16 days into the future. However, since the quantity of missing records between
9 and 16 days is larger (at least in this region), only rainfall forecasts provided at 00 UTC and up
to eight days into the future were selected for operational implementation. (Table 1).
Table 1. Climatology data used to correct (pre-process) rainfall forecasts from SPPs and RCMs.
Product
CHIRPS1
(Funk et al. 2015)
GMFD2
(Sheffield et al., 2006)
PERSIANN-CCS3
(Hong et al., 2004)
CMORPH4
(Joyce et al., 2004)
TMPA-RT5
(Huffman et al., 2007)
GFS6
(Saha et al., 2010)
Katima Mulilo
1

Institution

Spatial
Resolution

Temporal
Resolution

UCSB

0.25°×0.25°

Daily

Princeton

0.25°×0.25°

Daily

UCI

0.25°×0.25°

3-hourly

NOAA-CPC

0.25°×0.25°

3-hourly

NASA
DISC

0.25°×0.25°

3-hourly

NOAA-NCEI

0.25°×0.25°

3-hourly

GRDC

Streamgauge

Daily

GES

Global Coverage
50°N-50°S
180°E-180°W
50°N-50°S
180°E-180°W
37.8°N-40.6°S
28.0°W-56.2°E
60°N-60°S
180°E-180°W
50°N-50°S
180°E-180°W
90°N-90°S
180°E-180°W
17.48°S - 24.3°W

Period
1981 to present
1981 – 2012
1998 to present
1998 to present
1998 to present
2014 to present
1942 to present

Climate Hazards Infrared Precipitation with Station data (CHIRPS)
2
Global Meteorological Forcing Dataset (GMFD)
3
Precipitation Estimation from Remotely Sensed Information using Artificial Neural Networks-Cloud Classification System (PERSIANN)
4
Climate Prediction Center morphing method (CMORPH)
5
Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) Multi-satellite Precipitation Analysis - Real Time
6
Global Forecast System (GFS).
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2.4. Hydrologic Models for Operational HFS
The selection of a model structure to be included in the hydrologic modelling paradigm (HMP)
and ultimately in the operational HFS is as important as the selection of the model parameters to
be used in the calibration process (Clark et al., 2008). For an operational HFS, many HMP options
can be implemented, including a single selection or an optimal combination of multiple
precipitation or climate products, multiple hydrological models, multiple model state
initializations, and/or multiple parameter sets. For example, the operational VEF approach
implemented in the UZRB and its sub basins utilized three distributed hydrologic models (at 0.25o
of spatial resolution): (1) HBV_DS, (2) HYMOD_DS, and (3) VIC 4.2.b (Figure 4). The first two
models are distributed versions of two traditional, well-known hydrological models: HBV
(Bergström, 1976) and HYMOD (Boyle, 2000; Wi et al., 2015). The VIC model used in this study
is a modified version of the well-known Variable Infiltration Capacity (VIC) land surface model
(Liang et al., 1994) that can resolve both the water and the energy balances.
Figure 4. Modelling structures used in the operational HFS implementation for the UZRB. (a) HBV_DS, (b) HYMOD_DS, and
(c) VIC 4.2.b. Details about model states, fluxes and parameters are provided in the Appendix.

(a)

(b)

(c)

2.5. Calibration of Models Included in the HFS
The models described in the previous section were calibrated and validated for the whole UZRB
and its sub-basins at 0.25 degrees of spatial resolution (approximately 25 km at the Equator).
Historical available daily streamflow records for the UZRB and its sub-basins were used as
reference data (Figures 5 and 6). The genetic algorithm (Wang et al., 1991) was used to optimize
the parameter sets of the three models. However, at this stage any suitable optimization scheme
can be implemented in this case (e.g., Wang et al., 1991; Duan et al., 1992 and 1993; Beven and
Binley, 1992; Vrugt et al., 2003; and many others) based on the availability of time, resources, and
expertise. In this study, a pooled calibration considering all observed data in the UZRB and its
sub-catchments (Figure 5) was applied at the Massachusetts Green High-Performance Computing
Center (MGHPCC). The algorithm was run in parallel processing mode using 100,000 iterations,
with population sizes ranging between 100 and 1000 generations. With this approach, the
evaluation of the most appropriate population of parameter sets within each generation could be
conducted in a more efficient manner. The Kling-Gupta efficiency (Gupta et al., 2009) and the
Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency (Nash and Sutcliffe, 1970), among other measures, were used to evaluate
the degree of agreement between observed and simulated streamflow (Figure 6).
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Figure 5. Daily streamflow records for Katima Mulilo, Senanga, Lukulu, Kabompo, Kalabo, Chivata and Kalene sub-catchments.
Daily average rainfall data from CHIRPS are also included. The numbers with “x” next to the names represent an amplification
along the y-axis for a better visualization of the hydrographs.

Figure 6. (Top) UZRB and sub-catchments utilized during the calibration process. (Bottom) Calibration performances for Katima
Mulilo Streamgauge (2002-2015).
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3. Uncertainty in the Operational VEF Environment
3.1.Strategies to Reduce Uncertainty and Improve Forecasts
In the development of an operational streamflow forecasting paradigm, it must be determined how
total hydrological uncertainty will be reduced in order to improve streamflow forecasts. This topic
is still a matter of discussion to many hydrologists and researchers around the world (Montanari
and Brath, 2004; Montanari, 2005; Montanari and Grossi, 2008; Di Baldassarre and Montanari
2009; Sikorska et al., 2015; Papacharalampous et al., 2020). For instance, standardized processes
to decompose, quantify, or evaluate the meteorological or the total hydrological uncertainty
propagated from a modelling paradigm are required (see i.e. Figure 7). The implementation of new
techniques for the decomposition of uncertainty can take advantages from VEF approaches to
explore all available sources of climate data and physical representations (i.e. model structures and
parameters) for hydrologic modelling. Taking this into account a combination of VEF and
hydrological processing hypotheses can help us better understand how the propagation of errors
occurs. For example, from multiple climate products the amount of meteorological uncertainty
propagated through the modelling chain can be identified; then comparisons can be made to
estimate the amount of total hydrological uncertainty (THU) propagated from the same system.
This more systematic method to identify uncertainties can be useful to inform additional pre- or
post-processing of THU.
Figure 7. Modelling paradigm implemented in an operational HFS context in the UZRB. The hydrological processing hypotheses
that can be implemented to improve streamflow forecasts are displayed as sources of uncertainty (h) propagated from the input
data (yi), and/or from the applied hydrological pre-processing and/or processing techniques. The output data (ŷi) can also propagate
uncertainty, which can be minimized through the implementation of hydrological post-processing techniques.
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Assuming that an operational HFS can be evaluated as a VEF approach, three main
strategies (Figure 7) to establish hydrological processing hypotheses, can be applied to improve
the forecast skill of an HFS: (1) Meteorological Post-processing (Hydrological Pre-processing),
which can include the application of bias correction techniques (i.e. physical or statistical
improvements) to reduce the propagation of errors, or the application of Bayesian or non-Bayesian
approaches to estimate an optimal weighted combination of precipitation products; (2)
Hydrological Processing, which can include improvements in the models’ structure, states, or
parameters; and (3) Hydrological Post-processing, which can include bias correction techniques
applied over the streamflow forecasts, or the use of Bayesian approaches to estimate an optimal
weighted combination of streamflow forecasts (Valdés-Pineda et al, in prep)
3.2.Strategy 1: Hydrological Pre-Processing (HPR)
Rainfall forecasts or any other climate forecasts derived from satellites or climatological models
are prone to errors that must be corrected. The propagation of these errors is more significant when
the forecasts are biased, especially those for rainfall, since this is the most important variable for
hydrological modeling. One common method for rainfall bias correction is the Quantile Mapping
(Wood et al., 2004; Ines et al., 2006; Piani et al., 2010; Crochemore et al., 2016), a technique that
has been previously applied in the UZRB by Valdés-Pineda et al. (2016). In the operational
context, the Quantile Mapping (QM) technique is applied at a daily scale with the assumption that
the probability density functions (PDFs) of the rainfall observations and forecasts follow Gamma
distributions. The key idea behind this technique is to swap the quantiles of the simulated data with
the quantiles of the observed data. The application of this technique has shown that daily estimates
from SPPs and RCMs can be satisfactorily corrected at the catchment scale or at more regional
scales (Figure 8). These corrections can have positive impacts on streamflow forecasts, and they
also contribute to the reductions of the propagated meteorological uncertainties through the VEF
implementation
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Figure 8. Scatter plots for daily average rainfall in the UZRB. The observed rainfall records (with drizzle effect removed for P<0.1)
from CHIRPS were compared to raw and corrected satellite-based rainfall estimates from CMORPH, TMPA-RT, and PERSIANN.
Three error measures are included for comparison: the Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE), the Nash-Sutcliffe Efficiency (NSE),
and the Correlation Coefficient (R).

3.3.Strategy 2: Hydrological Processing (HP)
At this stage, reliable methods to propagate meteorological uncertainty into SR2MR streamflow
forecasts are required to constrain the range of possible future outcomes. Multi-Model Ensembles
approaches are a common alternative to propagate uncertainty into future forecasts; however,
Multi-Model approaches can yield boundless errors in inference, which can produce unbounded
uncertainty bands (Nearing and Gupta, 2018). Although this is an acceptable argument, in an
operational context the science of managing uncertainty have evolved towards using all available
sources of input data and models, and then apply regularization techniques to constrain the
available ensembles through hydrological post-processing techniques. In the UZRB, the
implementation of an operational VEF approach was used to generate SR2MR streamflow
forecasts derived from all possible combinations of SPPs, hydrologic models, and optimal
parameter sets (Figure 9). The VEF approach allows identifying the most accurate combination of
Ensemble-Model-Parameter to represent the hydrologic system (basin) under study.
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Figure 9. a1 to a7 All 72 possible SR2MR streamflow forecasts simulated for the UZRB and its sub-basins using an operational
VEF approach. b1 to b7 Ranking of Total Skill (R2) propagated from SR2MR streamflow forecasts. c1 to c7 Best 10 VEF simulations
ranked by R2. d1 to d7 Ranking of Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) propagated from SR2MR forecasts. e1 to e7 Best 10 VEF
simulations ranked by RMSE.

3.4.Operational SR2MR Streamflow Forecasts
All 72 possible SR2MR forecasts that were generated in the UZRB by the combination of rainfall
products, hydrological models, and different parameter sets, enabled the identification of
differences between the satellite precipitation products (SPPs) and their bias corrections, but also
between the hydrological models and their optimal parameter sets. From the traditional skill and
uncertainty analysis (see Figure 9), the best model ensembles were retained and used for the
generation of final streamflow forecasts reports for end users. In general, an expected outcome is
to have climatology products with better predictive abilities because of the instrumental
corrections applied during the Hydrological Pre-Processing (HPR) stage (Figure 10). However,
one disadvantage of the climatology products is that they are not available in the SR2MR domain.
For this reason, SPPs and RCMs are still needed for SR2MR streamflow forecasts in the UZRB,
and the selection of final forecasts is operationally based on those records. The quantification and
propagation of retrospective meteorological uncertainties might be required for the release of final
forecasts depending on the needs of end users i.e. Namibian Hydrological Services. In the UZRB,
multiples ensembles for deterministic streamflow forecasts are provided, but also the spread of
uncertainty by means of a probability density function established for each daily SR2MR forecast.
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Figure 10. (a) Peak streamflow hydrograph (January to June of 2017) for the UZRB at Katima Mulilo, and (b) Ranked Predictive
Skill (R2) for the best 20 simulations obtained from the operational VEF approach. The acronyms represent the Hydrological
Models (HYM for Hymod; HBV for HBV; and VIC for VIC); the Satellite Precipitation Products or Climatology (CH for CHIRPS
and CH2 for drizzle removed effect; CM for CMORPH and CM2 for its bias corrected version; TM for TMPA and TM2 its bias
corrected version; PE for PERSIANN and PE2 its bias corrected version); and the utilized parameter set (CH is CHIRPS parameter
set; CM is CMORPH parameter set; TM is TMPA parameter set; and PE is PERSIANN parameter set)

3.5.Strategy 3: Hydrologic Post-Processing (HPP) for Raw Streamflow Forecasts
Our inability to generate exact physical representations of hydrologic systems creates the need for
streamflow forecasts that can quantify the total hydrologic uncertainty (THU) propagated from
each modelling chain. Hydrological Post-processing (HPP) hypotheses focuses on establishing
standardized methods to quantify and propagate total hydrological uncertainty. Different methods
have been proposed for HPP, i.e., stochastic or Bayesian methods with weights assigned over the
final ensemble of SR2MR streamflow forecasts. The objective at this stage is to minimize the total
hydrological uncertainty of the raw streamflow forecasts. From this analysis, an optimal weighted
SR2MR streamflow forecast can be obtained, which is used to propagate the final hydrological
uncertainty. In the UZRB, a Multivariate Combinatorial Linear Regression (MCLR) approach was
used as a regularization technique but also to resolve scaling issues of the raw streamflow forecasts.
These corrections resulted in more accurate deterministic streamflow forecasts, but they also
improved the propagation of total hydrological uncertainty in all the basins under analysis. Under
this context, the final ensemble of raw and corrected SR2MR streamflow forecasts was processed
using the Inverse-Variance Weighting (IVW), and the Inverse-Probability Weighting methods.
Both approaches were compared against the best streamflow prediction (BSP) and the Average
Streamflow Prediction (AVSP) and proved efficiency for the propagation of uncertainty when
testing the generalization capabilities of the operational VEF implementation (Figure 11).
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Figure 11. SR2MR streamflow forecasts for Katima Mulilo, and its sub-basins Senanga, Lukulu, Kabompo, Kalabo, Chivata and
Kalene (organized from left to right according to their size). The initial streamflow forecasts with their respective uncertainty are
shown in red. The hydrologically post-processed forecast is shown in light green. BSP is the best streamflow forecast; AVSP is the
average streamflow forecast; IVW-SP is the Inverse-Variance Weighting streamflow forecast; IVP-SP is the Inverse-Probability
Weighting streamflow forecast. The letter “c” at the end of each acronym represents the regularization applied by combining
Multivariate Combinatorial Linear Regression (MCLR) and Inference-Based methods for SR2MR daily streamflow forecasting.

4. Discussion
To establish operational hydrological forecasting systems (HFS) it is important to firstly define
who will be the main and potential end users of the streamflow forecasts products within the basin
under consideration. In the UZRB (Figure 1), the need for better water management schemes for
flood warning and water allocation schemes has required the generation of daily SR2MR
streamflow forecasts (Figure 2). Several water users and water authorities of the countries sharing
waters from the UZRB can take advantage of the benefits of this operational HFS implementation
which can largely help developing sustainable water management and allocation activities for this
transnational basin. For example, the water users of streamflow forecasts in the UZRB can be
informed about the main water management decisions that need to be taken care of for water
supply, reservoir management, hydraulic design, etc. These decisions are generally complex,
therefore, under such scenario, the best way to inform the local authorities and end users in the
UZRB can be done if we had ‘perfect’ weather forecasts, or climatic predictions, that could be
combined with ‘perfect’ hydrologic models to generate “almost” perfect streamflow forecasts. If
this hypothesis were still true only one weather or climatic prediction (model), and one hydrologic
model would be needed for streamflow forecasting. For example, the ‘perfect’ climate estimates
of the climate model could be combined with one ‘perfect’ hydrological model, and the streamflow
prediction should be close enough to inform both managers and users, so they can apply the right
decisions for water management. The problem of this hypothesis is the fact that so far, hydrologists
and meteorologists has not been able to create or establish perfect model representations of climate
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and hydrology i.e. models are simplified representations of the hydro-climatological processes
occurring across spatio-temporal scales. Therefore, we know and assume that during the
operational implementation of the HFS in the UZRB there were countless sources of uncertainty,
and different tools and schemes were established in this study to quantify how meteorological and
hydrological uncertainty propagate through an operational VEF approach. One of the first adopted
techniques that emerged was the utilization of multi-ensembles of climate predictions to quantify
and propagate the meteorological uncertainty through the streamflow forecasts. The main issue of
this technique is that it did not allow quantifying the uncertainty propagated from the hydrological
model, either from the model structure or from its parameters. To resolve this problem Beven and
Freer (2001), proposed a way to quantify the hydrological uncertainty from a single model with
multiple parameters that can be obtained from the calibration of multiple climate products. The
final set of outputs is obtained from a multi-product and multi-parameter scheme. This technique
allows quantifying the hydrological uncertainty propagated from multiple parameter sets of a
single hydrological model; however, it does not allow quantifying how the uncertainty propagates
and varies as a function of the structure of the selected hydrological model. This latter
conceptualization of hydrological uncertainty is tied to the modelling assumptions required to
establish the physical representation of the hydrologic system. Obviously, these assumptions also
vary as a function of the selected hydrological model and its structure. In this context, hydrologists
have opted to promote more comprehensive modelling schemes that combine multi-products and
multiple hydrological models (Clark et al., 2008; Velázquez et al., 2011; Seiller et al., 2012; Roy
et al., 2017). With this technique has been possible to quantify the meteorological uncertainty
propagated from the climate products, and the hydrological uncertainty propagated from the
hydrologic models and their corresponding structures. On the other hand, recent studies (DeChant
et Moradkhani, 2011; Thiboult et al., 2016; Arnal et al., 2017) have argued that the performance
of a single hydrological model can be improved together with the streamflow forecasts if multiple
climate products are combined with a model that is perturbed by generating multiple initializations
with different initial conditions i.e. changes in surface storage, groundwater storage, or snow
storage, among others. The main objective behind this approach is to capture the current
hydrologic condition of a catchment to assimilate streamflow. For example, in this regard it has
been traditionally assumed that the warm-up period is required for hydrologic modelling; however,
this approach can be by-passed given that the initial states are adjusted beforehand, taking in
consideration the streamflow assimilation. This scheme has also stablished a new source for the
quantification of hydrologic uncertainty just by changing initial conditions of the hydrological
model. With this technique, a new research niche has been recognized by hydrologists and now is
also applied to quantify total hydrological uncertainty (THU). Having said that, it is also important
to add that all the schemes mentioned above have allowed quantifying the hydrological uncertainty
in separated procedures, either from multiple climate products, from multiple hydrological models,
from multiple parameter sets, or from multiple initializations. In fact, all these hydrologic
modeling paradigms (HMP) are still applied in a systematic manner to identify and quantify
different sources of hydrological uncertainty.
Despite the existence of all these HMP previously mentioned, none of them have proposed
a combined technique to quantify both meteorological and hydrological uncertainties propagated
from different sources of a VEF implementation (Figure 7) i.e. sources as climate forecasts,
modelling assumptions, and optimal parameter sets, that can be evaluated for any operational
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hydrological forecasting system (HFS) implementation with VEF. To accomplish this issue, we
have implemented a VEF approach (Valdés-Pineda in prep) based on multiple satellite
precipitation products (and GFS precipitation forecasts), multiple hydrologic models, and multiple
optimal parameter sets for SR2MR daily streamflow forecasting. The VEF approach implemented
in the UZRB (Figure 9) has allowed increasing the number of possible hydrologic ensembles
available for streamflow forecasting, together with an improvement of the streamflow assimilation
(observed versus predicted). It also provides a more comprehensive and systematic framework to
identify and propagate the spread of total hydrologic uncertainty in an operational hydrologic
forecasting system. Now, the natural question is how much room is left to define new modelling
paradigms or techniques that can be used to quantify or minimize the propagation of total
hydrological uncertainty?. In order to answer this question, we need to differentiate between what
we can do to define the best integrated implementation of an HFS, and what adjustments are
required at each separated component (i.e. inputs, models, or outputs) of the HFS. The operational
HFS implementation in the UZRB, identified and considered three general hydrologic processing
strategies (HPS) that can be applied to any VEF approach. If we consider that any hydrologic
modelling paradigm (HMP) can either include multiple inputs; hydrologic models, parameters,
initializations; and outputs. Then, we hypothesize that at each component of the HMP it is possible
to apply additional techniques or methods to improve streamflow forecasting. These strategies
were conceptualized as: (1) Hydrological Pre-Processing (HPR), (2) Hydrological Processing
(HP), and (3) Hydrological Post-Processing (HPP). Taking advantage of the strategies proposed
for the establishment of hydrologic processing hypotheses, standardized methods for HPR (Figure
8) and HPP (Figure 11) were applied in the UZRB, showing that the performance of raw VEF
streamflow forecasts can be significantly improved, and the spread of uncertainty can be better
constrained by applying regularization processes that combine the strength of Multivariate
Combinatorial Linear Regression (MCLR) and Inference -Based approaches (Figure 11). Future
research will have to establish new robust theoretical and hypothetical paradigms to quantify,
evaluate, reduce, and manage the propagation of total hydrologic uncertainty using VEF
approaches. Another important area of research will require the evaluation of more details
associated to the implementation of hydrologic processing hypotheses (HPH), as being key
strategies to satisfy the needs that may exist from end users about additional variables involving
physically based and operational forecasts in the UZRB.

5. Conclusions
This paper described the main stages and processes required to implement and improve an
operational hydrologic forecasting system (HFS) in the UZRB and its sub basins. The process of
implementation is very complex, and important decisions needed to be made about the input data
(precipitation from satellites or climate products), the hydrologic models to be included along with
their optimal parameter sets, and the timescales required for the generation of streamflow forecasts
Once the HFS was completely operational in the UZRB, additional improvements to the
forecasts were required to improve its performance and reduce the spread of total hydrologic
uncertainty into the final streamflow forecast products. In this regard, three general strategies to
improve the performance of VEF approach have been proposed: from Hydrological Pre-processing
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to Post-processing techniques that can improve the input data, the hydrologic models (or their
structures), the optimal parameter sets, and the raw streamflow forecasts. The whole range of
available techniques for operational HFS will require a more detailed and standardized
conceptualizations. In this regard, bias corrections or pre-processing (HPR) techniques applied
over the input data will still play an important role in operational hydrological forecasts for the
UZRB. The operational implementation of the VEF combined with regularization and inferencebased methods improved the performance of streamflow forecasts as the primary need from end
users in the UZRB; however, new alternatives to improve the physical understanding of the basin
are still a pending task. Finally, it is important to add that the science of Hydrological Postprocessing is still under an early stage of development, and it still lacks the standardized methods
that can be used for these purposes. Emerging methods will need to be evaluated to establish the
real boundary between physical and statistical needs in operational streamflow forecasting. This
discipline will also require a natural merge of science and engineering (practical applications), in
a real-world context, to establish baseline conditions for streamflow forecasting and hydrological
uncertainty quantification and propagation.

6. Future Research Work
The science and engineering of future operational streamflow forecasting in the UZRB will
continue concentrating efforts in improving the forecasts; however, new needs from end users
might also require improving the physical representation at the catchment scale. For this, it will be
necessary to establish the role of mathematical, statistical, and machine learning methods that can
be used to correct and propagate the hydrologic uncertainty from different components of a VEF
approach. i.e. bayesian, stochastic, pattern or inference-based learning methods, etc. The
performance of different rainfall products and methods also needs to be evaluated across different
catchment sizes and forecast timescales to determine the space-time variability that propagates
total hydrologic uncertainty. This evaluation must also be extended to determine the dependence
that can have the accuracy of the streamflow forecasts and the propagation of hydrological
uncertainty from physically based models. All the above will indicate the applicability limits of
the of VEF approach based on multiple precipitation or climate products, multiple hydrologic
models, and multiple optimal parameter sets.
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1. Abstract

Seasonal Hydrological Streamflow Forecasting (S-HSF) is a powerful tool because it
provides large leading times to inform the decisions of water resources managers at the catchment
scale. SHSF incorporates information provided by coupled atmosphere-ocean-land general
circulation models (GCMs) into hydrologic models to produce seasonal daily streamflow forecasts
(up to 180 days into the future). The verification and validation of an operational hydrologic
forecasting system requires addressing questions, such as, what is the forecast skill of the
hydrological ensembles used to develop seasonal hydrological forecasts (short- to long-range
timescales)?. While there are many studies that discuss the forecast skill of climate and
hydrological forecasting products, currently there are no studies that describe in detail how a
Forecast Skill Analysis (FSA) can be implemented to improve seasonal streamflow forecasts.
Details of how to apply FSA over seasonal streamflow forecasts are described, evaluated and
discussed in this paper. The results and discussion of the paper are based on understanding and
discussing what a FSA is, how it can be applied, and what verification methods are available to
inform and improve the seasonal forecast skill of hydrological seasonal forecasts. A discussion of
how FSA can help improving hydrological seasonal forecasts is also provided. The FSA is carried
out using forecasts generated with Variational Ensemble Forecasting (VEF) approach. The
operational VEF environment generates Multiple hydroclimatological ensembles which are
generated by combining ten seasonal climate forecasts ensembles from the North American MultiModel Ensemble (NMME), and three distributed hydrological models. The advantages and
disadvantages of FSA are discussed taking into consideration the research needs required to
improve the representativity of existing verification alternatives.
2. Introduction
Operational hydrological seasonal forecasts are important to inform water authorities at the
catchment scale about the occurrence and intensity of extreme hydrologic events i.e., flooding and
droughts. The seasonal forecasts use leading times that can range from real time forecasts to several
months into the future (Wood and Lettenmaier, 2006; Livezey and Timofeyeva, 2008; Céron et
al., 2010; Winsemius et al., 2014; Bennett et al., 2017; Arnal et al., 2018; Lucatero et al., 2018;
Quedi and Fan, 2020). In this regard, the preferred forecasting timescale is the one that provides
precise and accurate forecasts. The selection of forecasts leading times is also an important
decision that allows the development of mitigation and adaptation activities to minimize the impact
of extreme hydro-climatological events. For these and many other reasons, the operational
implementation of Seasonal Hydrological Forecasting Systems (S-HFS) is a key tool for better
informing the decisions of water authorities in many catchments around the world (Hagedorn et
al., 2005; Zhang and Qi, 2005; Livezey et al., 2008; Yossef et al., 2013; Winsemius et al., 2014;
Lucatero et al., 2018; Pechlivanidis et al., 2020; Getirana et al., 2020).
One of the common problems of seasonal forecasting is the loss of Forecast Skill over
longer leading times (Bennett et al., 2017; Greuell et al., 2019) because the evolution of the
atmospheric system depends on many factors that can affect forecast skill at longer lead times.
These factors like initial conditions, ocean states, climate modes, etc., but also the temporal and
spatial scales used to generate seasonal forecasts can have an effect over the seasonal forecast skill
(Figure 1). Nevertheless, an implicit but not yet clearly answered question is how to develop a
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Forecast Skill Analysis (FSA) of operational hydrologic forecasting systems (HFS)?. This question
has two options for answers that have to do with how an FSA can be carried out. First, it is possible
to analyze all the leading times according to their historical forecast skill. This is the most common
approach which is used to estimate and compare the forecast skill of each leading time with respect
to the reference data i.e. observed instrumental records, or reanalysis products. Second, it is
possible to perform FSA of the leading times by analyzing specific hydrologic events or periods
of interest in which there are enough reference records. This evaluation allows determining what
leading times are associated to the best forecast skill regarding specific events like floods or
droughts.
The following sections provide key details that should be considered by the hydrological
community for the development of FSA over seasonal streamflow forecasts. Both alternatives for
developing FSA on daily seasonal streamflow forecasts are described and discussed in detail. Daily
observed and forecasted streamflow records used in this study were generated for the Upper
Zambezi River Basin (UZRB), utilizing a Variational Ensemble Forecasting (VEF) environment.
The VEF environment incudes ten NMME seasonal climate forecasts (up to 6 months) combined
with three hydrological distributed models to generate thirty seasonal hydrological streamflow
forecasting ensembles. The results of this study evaluate, compare and discuss the seasonal FSA
applied over a VEF environment, taking into consideration the performance of multiple climate
ensembles, multiple hydrological models, and multiple leading times of the forecasts.
Figure 1. Timescales commonly used for the development of operational hydrological forecasting systems (HFS).
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3. Methods
3.1.Reference Data
The reference data represents what it is generally called the “true data” and it corresponds
to all those reliable hydrological records that can be used to apply any forecast verification process
for the seasonal hydrologic forecasts. These data generally come from ground monitoring
instrumental equipment, such as rain or temperature gauges. However, the continuous
improvement of satellite monitoring capabilities, unmanned aerial systems, and re-analysis climate
products, will keep increasing the opportunities of using this type of data as a hydrologic reference
(McCabe et al., 2017; Manfreda et al., 2018). Although these data are called true, they also have
sources of uncertainty derived from random errors in measurements, or because of the way the
sampling of hydrological data is carried out. A common practice in the scientific community is to
neglect the errors associated with the reference data, due to the lack of standard methods to
quantify the uncertainty propagated from true data.
3.2.Types of Forecasts
In hydrology there are two main options for developing operational forecasts. On the one
hand, it is possible to develop deterministic or point-based forecasts, and the second alternative is
to develop probabilistic forecasts (Krzysztofowicz, 2001; Montanari and Brath, 2004; Beven,
2011; Gneiting and Katzfuss, 2016; Fan et al., 2016; Xu et al., 2020). The latter are those forecasts
that can contain probabilistic values of specific events, or the probability distribution of multiple
ensemble forecasts (Table 1). Regardless of the type of operational hydrological forecasting
system, there are at least four types of predictors that can be used to evaluate the forecast skill of
HFS i.e. binary forecasts, categorical forecasts, integer-based forecasts, and forecasts of
continuous events (Table 1). The variations of the type of forecasts require specific applications
of the FSA that are needed to perform an evaluation of the seasonal forecast skill of an HFS.
Table 1. Types of hydrological forecasts, types of predictors and examples associated with flood events.
Forecast

Deterministic

Probabilistic

Predictor

Example

Binary

Flood Occurrence (Yes, No)

Categorical

Flood Stage or Velocity (low, medium, high)

Integer

Number of Floods per Season or Year

Continuous

Continuous Values of Flood Stage or Velocity

Binary

Probability of Flood P (x> X) or P (x <X)

Categorical

Probability of Flood Height or Velocity for different categories P(low), P(medium), P(high).

Integer

Poisson Probability of the Number of Floods per Season or Year P(n)

Continuous

Probability Distribution of Continuous Values of Flood Height or Velocity P(x)
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3.3.Properties and Attributes of Forecasts
The implementation of operational seasonal HFS requires performing either a retrospective
skill analysis (RSA), or an event-based skill analysis (ESA). This analysis can be carried out by
evaluating different properties of the forecasts i.e. Consistency, Quality and Value of Hydrological
Forecasts (Table 2). These properties can be estimated and improved with various attributes that
allow evaluating the forecasts skill of an HFS. These properties have traditionally been defined
and evaluated for climate forecasts (Murphy 1993; Katz and Murphy, 2005; Cassagnole et al.,
2020; Richardson et al., 2020), but they are evidently applicable to operational hydrological
forecasts considering their respective leading times (Table 2). In this context, the FSA applied over
an HFS is a Forecast Verification Process (FVP) of the properties of operational hydrologic
forecasts (see section 3.4.). For instance, an application of FSA it is mainly based on the calculation
or estimation of attributes such as forecasts timescales, the bias, the accuracy, the skill, the
reliability, the resolution, the sharpness, the economic costs and benefits, and the decision or
actions taken from the forecasts. These attributes can be selected and calculated taking into
consideration the type of forecasts and the type of predictors used for their spatio-temporal
representation.
Table 2. Properties and attributes used to evaluate the forecast skill of hydrologic forecasts.
Property
Consistency
Quality
Value

Description
Forecast Skill with respect to a
forecast horizon
Forecast Skill with respect to
Reference Data
Forecast Skill with respect to
Economic Decisions

Attributes
Forecasting Timescales i.e. Real-Time to Months
Bias, Association, Accuracy, Skill, Reliability, Resolution,
Sharpness, Discrimination, Uncertainty, etc.
Events, Costs, Benefits, Mitigation Actions

3.4.Forecast Verification and Validation
The Verification of Hydrologic Forecasts is the process used to evaluate and validate the
properties of climate or hydrological forecasts i.e. Consistency, Quality, and Value (Brier, 1950;
Murphy and Winkler, 1992; Franz et al., 2003; Greuell et al., 2018; Yan et al., 2020). The
verification process can be applied using visual (qualitative) or numerical (quantitative)
inspections (Table 3), which can be associated with different objectives of evaluation and
operational hydrological forecasting. In this context, the three main reasons that promote FVP are:
(1) continuous monitoring of forecast skill; (2) continuous improvement of hydrological forecast
properties; and (3) continuous comparison and evaluation of the hydrologic forecast properties
utilizing multiple sources i.e. multi-ensemble systems. The different Forms of Verification require
different methods and attributes to evaluate the skill of hydrological forecasts.
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Table 3. Forms, methods and attributes commonly used to carry out FVP of an operational HFS.
Verification
Form

Verification Method

Visual

Expert Evaluation

Spatial and Temporal Forecast Scales

Dichotomic

Contingency Table

Bias, Accuracy, Probability of Detection,
Probability of False Detection (False Alarm
Rate), Success Ratio, Critical Success Index CSI (Threat Score), Gilbert Skill Score, Hanssen
and Kuipers Discriminant; Heidke Skill Score;
Odds Ratio, etc.

Multicategorical

Contingency Table

Accuracy, Heidke Skill Score, Hanssen and
Kuipers Discriminant, Gerrity Skill Sore

Statistics and
Indicators

Mean Error, Bias, Mean Absolute Error, Mean
Squared Error, Correlation Coefficient (for
forecasts and anomalies), Nash–Sutcliffe
Efficiency (NSE), Kling–Gupta Efficiency
(KGE), Skill Score (SS)

Probabilistic

Probabilities and
Rankings

Reliability, Sharpness, Resolution, Brier Score,
Brier Skill Score, Detection Rate, False Alarm
Rate, Discrimination Diagram, Ranked
Probability Score (RPS), Ranked Probability
Skill Score (RPSS), Relative Value Score (RVS)

Multi-Scale

Multi-Scale
Decomposition

MultiEnsemble

Multi-Ensemble
Comparison

Continuous

Verification Attributes

Wavelet
Decomposition,
Intensity-Scale
Decomposition, Discrete Cosine transformation
(DCT), Multi Statistical Organization, Objectbased diagnostic
Multi-category Reliability Analysis, Likelihood
Skill
Measure
(LSM),
Nash–Sutcliffe
Efficiency (NSE), Kling–Gupta Efficiency
(KGE), Inverse-Variance Weighting (IVW),
Inverse Probability Weighting (IPW)

References
Burgman et al. (2011); Crochemore et
al. (2015)
Gilbert (1884); Heidke (1926);
Woodcock (1976); Donaldson (1980);
Schaefer (1990); Harvey et al. (1992);
Stephenson (2000); Hyndman and
Koehler (2006); Roebber (2009);
Granger and Pesaran (2010); Diks and
Vrugt (2010); Bhattacharya et al.
(2021).
Heidke (1926); Woodcock (1976);
Brooks and Doswell III (1996); Gerrity
(1992).
Willmott and Matsuura (2005);
Hyndman and Koehler (2006); Lee and
Nicewander (1988); Murphy (1995);
Knoben et al., (2019); McCuen et al.
(2006); Lin et al. (2017); Nash and
Sutcliffe (1970); Krause et al. (2005);
Schaefli and Gupta (2007); Gupta et al.
(2009); Murphy (1988); Murphy and
Epstein (1989).
Bröcker and Smith (2007); Gneiting et
al. (2007); Brier (1950); Epstein (1969);
Murphy (1970); Murphy (1973);
Murphy (1977); Richardson (2000);
Wilks (2001); Weigel et al. (2007);
Roulston and Smith, (2002).
Ahmed et al. (1974); Briggs and Levine
(1997); Casati et al., (2004); ZepedaArce et al. (2000); Denis et al. (2002);
Skamarock (2004) ; Davis et al. (2006)
Hamill (1997); Nash and Sutcliffe
(1970); Krause et al. (2005); Schaefli
and Gupta (2007); Gupta et al. (2009);
Demaria et al. (2016); Valdés-Pineda et
al. (2016); Roy et al. (2017).

In this study, Continuous and Multi-Ensemble Verification Forms were applied over
seasonal daily streamflow forecasts for the Upper Zambezi River Basin (UZRB) in Africa.
Seasonal streamflow forecasts are generated each month as a collaborative effort between the
Department of Hydrology and Atmospheric Sciences of the University of Arizona, the SERVIR
Program of NASA and USAID, and the International Center for Integrated Water Resources
Management (ICIWaRM-UNESCO). The implemented operational S-HFS combines ten climate
ensembles from the North American Multi-Model Ensemble (NMME), and three distributed
hydrological models (HyMod_DS, HBV_DS, and VIC), to generate 30 daily streamflow
predictions for the next 180 days (6 months) into the future (Figure 2). Climate Hazards Infrared
Precipitation with Station data (CHIRPS), and the Global Meteorological Forcing Dataset
(GMFD) are used as climatology products (Table 4).
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Figure 2. Conceptual Scheme of an Operational Seasonal Streamflow Forecasting System (S-HFS). Climatology products are
defined in Table 4. The ten NMME climate ensembles used for seasonal streamflow forecasts are: (1) CanCM3; (2) CanCM4; (3)
COLA-RSMAS (CCSM3); (4) COLA-RSMAS (CCSM4); (5) GFDL-CM2p1 (aer04); (6) GFDL-CM2p5 (FLOR-A06); (7) GFDLCM2p5 (FLOR-B01); (8) GMAO_062012; (9) NCEP-CFSv2; (10) Average Ensemble. The operational seasonal forecasts are
available at: http://www.swaat.arizona.edu/forecast_zambezi.html.

Table 4. Climatology and NMME products used for the implementation of a Seasonal Hydrologic Forecasting System (S-HFS).
Product

Variable

CHIRPS1
(Funk et al.
2014)

Total Daily
Precipitation

GMFD2
(Sheffield et
al., 2006)

Daily Temperature

Type

Spatial
Resolution

UCSB

Merged Products and
In-situ precipitation
observations

0.25°×0.25°

Princeton

Reanalysis data with
observations

0.25°×0.25°

Institution

NMME3
Daily Precipitation
NOAA(Kirtman et
and Daily
Merged Products
0.25°×0.25°
CPC
al., 2015)
Temperature
1
Climate Hazards Infrared Precipitation with Station data: https://www.chc.ucsb.edu/data/chirps
2
Global Meteorological Forcing Dataset: http://hydrology.princeton.edu/data.pgf.php
3
National Multi-Model Ensemble from ClimateServ: https://climateserv.servirglobal.net/

Temporal
Resolution

Spatial
Coverage

Temporal
Coverage

Daily

50°N-50°S
180°E-180°W

1981 to near
present

Daily

50°N-50°S
180°E-180°W

1901 to near
present

Daily

60°N-60°S
180°E-180°W

2015 to near
present
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3.5.What is Hydrologic Forecast Skill Analysis?
To understand how to develop a Hydrological FSA, it is necessary to define the concept of
Hydrologic Forecast Skill (HFS). In this study, we define Forecast Skill as: (1) the ability of
forecasts to maintain spatial and temporal consistency; (2) the ability of the forecasts to maintain
good quality; or (3) the ability of the forecasts to provide adequate economic value for decision
making. The more satisfactory these properties are, the better the Forecast Skill. For this reason,
an FSA can be applied over any of the properties of forecasts (Table 2), and it can consider any of
the Verification forms, methods or attributes presented in Table 3. In some situations, the FSA and
the Skill Scores (SS) are treated as interchangeable terms; however, it is important to note that
FSA can be informed by any selected attributes, and the Skill Scores are only one of several
attributes available for FSA (Table 3). Therefore, FSA can consider one or multiple attributes or
metrics capable of measuring the accuracy or degree of association between the observed and the
forecasted hydrologic variable of interest (Figure 3).
Figure 3. Conceptual scheme of the verification alternatives available for the development of FSA. The graph shows the
Verification alternatives with some available methods and attributes that can be used to improve the properties of operational
seasonal forecasts. The type of forecasts and their respective leading times are considered an additional attribute that allows
deciding about the type of FSA required to improve the properties of the forecasts.

In this study, two ways of developing Hydrologic FSA are presented (Figures 4 and 5). The
first example considers the comparison of forecast skill based on an evaluation of the leading times
of the forecasts, which are verified retrospectively with multi-ensemble comparison and
continuous methods. The second Hydrologic FSA considers an evaluation based on specific
hydrologic events (i.e. extreme or rare events such as floods or droughts). This analysis allows
understanding the variance or total uncertainty propagated from the leading times, and from the
multiple ensembles used to generate operational hydrologic forecasts. Then, if we consider that
the reference data used to verify the hydrological forecasts is sufficiently reliable, the Hydrologic
FSA can be defined as:
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● Where,  is a function that represents the FSA evaluated over some reference data yREF or yREF
e
given the forecast yˆ i ,l o yˆ i ,l ,e where i is the number of ensembles, l is the number of leading
times and e is the number of hydrological events selected for an event-based FSA.
●

is a an Hydrological Post-Processing (HPP) Hypothesis that allows improving the properties
of the retrospective forecasts Pi ,l , or the event-based forecasts Pi ,l ,e , by means of a function
that represents any Form of Verification with their respective attributes for verification,
and its respective dependence on the type of available observations and hydrologic forecasts.
(

, ),

Figure 4. Conceptual scheme for the development of Hydrologic FSA based on: (1) Retrospective Analysis and (2) Event-based
Analysis, for each Leading Time and NMME ensemble. Las predicciones hidrológicas estacionales de carácter operacional son
desarrolladas para los siguientes 180 días en el futuro. Operational seasonal streamflow forecasts are generated for the next 180
days (6 months) into the future.
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Figure 5. Conceptual scheme of Hydrologic FSA for operational seasonal forecasts with 6 months of leading time, for a period of
one year, and using monthly model initializations for each S-HFS run. The Hydrologic FSA can have two levels of assessment: (1)
Retrospective analysis in which the hydrological forecasts of different leading times are compared separately with respect to the
reference data; and (2) Event-based Analysis in which specific (or rare) events are selected and used to perform Hydrologic FSA
over the leading times of the forecasts.
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4. Results
4.1.Daily Climate Forecast Product
While the skill of seasonal (long-range) climate forecasts, and their respective leading
times, is much more stable than short- to medium-range, and extended sub-seasonal range
forecasts, there are still differences (Figure 6) between the different NMME climate ensembles
(Becker et al., 2014; Ma et al., 2016; Khajehei et al., 2018), that can impact the development of
operational seasonal hydrological forecasting systems (S-HFS). These differences can be
propagated through any operational implementation of a S-HFS, and can increase the complexity
of FSA, and the development of improved seasonal forecasts products i.e. deterministic or
probabilistic, due to a low performance of the forecast properties. In this regard, the application of
Variational Ensemble Forecasting (VEF) allows combining all available NMME seasonal climate
forecasts, with several distributed hydrologic models, to facilitate the application of FSA, but also
to reduce the propagation of total hydrologic uncertainty into the final streamflow forecasts.
Figure 6. Average annual precipitation accumulation (mm/year) for the Upper Zambezi River Basin (UZRB), estimated from ten
NMME seasonal climate forecasts. In general, it is observed that the average annual precipitation accumulations follow a spatial
pattern dominated by the differences in elevation observed in the north-south direction UZRB. Greater annual accumulation is
observed in the upper part of the UZRB (north), and less annual accumulation is observed in the lower part of the UZRB (south).
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4.2.Retrospective Skill Analysis
Through a retrospective analysis (Wood et al., 2005; Sankarasubramanianet al., 2008; Saleh et al.,
2016), seasonal streamflow forecasts can be evaluated considering the entire history of available
reference hydro-climatic records. This evaluation can be applied to any basin of interest and allows
comparing the skill of seasonal forecasts by considering a multi-ensemble comparison along the
dimension of any hydrological model included in the operational S-HFS (Figure 7). The multiensemble comparison allows determining the forecast skill of each NMME ensemble and its
corresponding leading time (1 to 6 months). A common patter is generally a better performance at
shorter forecast leading times; however, the stability of ocean-atmosphere dynamics can be
affected in shorter forecast leading times that can range from a few days to several weeks into the
future. This occurs mainly because the short-term and sub-seasonal climate conditions have a
strong dependency on the initial atmospheric conditions, the ocean states, the soil moisture, and
the climate modes of sub-seasonal scale as El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO), or the Madden
and Julian Oscillation (MJO) which are modes with shorter dynamic phases. On the other hand,
forecasts with leading times longer than one month have better predictability due to the influence
of ocean-atmosphere states and climate modes that have longer dynamic phases such as the QuasiBiennial Oscillation (QBO) or longer phases of ENSO.
Figure 7. Retrospective FSA of ten NMME seasonal ensembles utilized for seasonal streamflow forecasting. A continuous and
Multi-Ensemble Verification Forms were applied utilizing the Kling-Gupta as Verification Attribute. The ten NMME Ensembles
are: (1) CanCM3; (2) CanCM4; (3) COLA-RSMAS (CCSM3); (4) COLA-RSMAS (CCSM4); (5) GFDL-CM2p1 (aer04); (6)
GFDL-CM2p5 (FLOR-A06); (7) GFDL-CM2p5 (FLOR-B01); (8) GMAO_062012; (9) NCEP-CFSv2; (10) Average Ensemble.
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4.3.Event-Based Skill Analysis
The event-based (Berthet et al., 2009; Mather et al., 2015; Huang et al., 2016) hydrologic FSA
allows comparing the skill of the different leading times used during an operational seasonal
hydrologic forecasting system (S-HFS) implementation. For each monthly initialization of an
operational S-HFS, it is possible to evaluate the performance of each leading time by applying a
Variational Ensemble Forecasting (VEF) approach. The operational implementation of VEF
allows developing inter-comparisons between the multiple ensembles and the multiple hydrologic
models available to generate seasonal forecasts. In this regard, the performance of seasonal
streamflow forecasts can reach good levels of assimilation as the forecast approaches the flood
event (Figure 8). Likewise, the rise and recession curves of the hydrograph can be significantly
assimilated depending on how close the streamflow events are from the forecast initialization. In
general, it is possible to achieve similar performances with the different NMME ensembles, at
shorter forecasting lead times. On the other hand, the performance weakens and reaches greater
dispersion of the NMME seasonal forecasts at longer lead times (> 2 months) (Figure 8).
Figure 8. Operational Seasonal Streamflow Forecasts utilizing ten NMME Ensembles (Multi-Ensemble), combined with HBV_DS
model. Seasonal forecasts are 30-day moving averages between January and September 2016 (nine monthly initializations). This
forecasting format allows applying Event-based FSA where it is possible to evaluate the performance of each leading time. For
example, it is possible to observe identical results when forecasting recession curves either with 3 or 4 months of leading times.

The Event-based hydrologic FSA developed in this study considers improving the Quality
of seasonal forecasts through the application of Continuous and Multi-Ensemble Verification
approaches. However, any Verification form, method, or attribute can be valid to develop
verification schemes for operational seasonal hydrological forecasting systems (S-HFS). The
continuous verification approaches allow understanding what are the periods in which the forecast
skill reduces (Figure 9). In streamflow forecasting these periods are generally those associated
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with extreme flooding events which are much more difficult to forecast than those events occurring
during normal streamflow conditions. This translates into a reduction of the seasonal streamflow
forecast efficiency under extreme hydrological periods. Therefore, the application of Event-based
FSA is necessary to inform which are the best leading times to generate final products of seasonal
forecasts for end users (Figure 9).
Figure 9. Continuous and Multi-Ensemble Verification applied over the seasonal streamflow forecasts displayed in Figure 8. The
vertical lines represent the performance of seasonal forecasts over peak streamflow (red line), and baseflow (green line) for each
leading time. Verification is based on the Kling-Gupta Efficiency attribute (Gupta and Kling, 2009) calculated as a 30-day moving
average. The efficiency line represents the averages of all NMME ensembles for all operational seasonal streamflow forecasts
generated between January and September of 2016.

4.4.Multi-Ensemble Comparison
The selection of one or multiple Ensembles (Alemu et al., 2011; Siqueira et al., 2020; Zhang et al.,
2020) used to improve the forecast skill of operational seasonal streamflow forecasting systems
(S-HFS), requires determining the best combination of NMME ensembles, hydrological models,
and leading times, that would allow improving the performance of seasonal streamflow forecasts.
In this context, there might be inherent variations in which an Ensemble can either improve or
worsen the forecast skill of seasonal forecasts, depending on the number and type of initializations
established for each leading time. For example, during an initialization it is possible to evaluate
and rank the performance of multiple ensembles, but this does not mean that the evaluated
performance will be stable during the following initializations or during the next leading times
(Figure 10). Therefore, in this example, the FSA implementation allows estimating the variability
of the seasonal forecasts, but it also helps informing the selection of those that best represent the
future states of a seasonal hydrologic condition.
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Figure 10. Example of performance improvements observed for seasonal forecasts based on multiple NMME ensembles. At shorter
forecast lead times it is possible to observe that all NMME Ensembles can capture the flooding streamflow of April 2016; however,
the performance of the NMME ensembles clearly weakens at longer forecast lead times.

4.5.Seasonal Operational Forecasts: Weekly and Daily Products
Once the evaluation of multiple NMME Ensembles, and the forecast lead times has been
developed with the application of an FSA, it is possible to generate operational seasonal forecasts
products associated to different time scales. The operational seasonal forecast products (short- to
long-range or SR2LR forecasts) preferred by water users from basins where seasonal hydrological
forecasting systems are implemented (S-HFS) are weekly streamflow forecasts (Figures 11a, b and
c). These forecasts can be provided as an empirical distribution of the forecasted streamflow during
each week of the seasonal forecast period. The empirical distribution represents the climatological
and hydrological variability propagated from different NMME Ensembles and from different
hydrological models (Figures 11a, b and c). This type of forecast is much more convenient for
planning agricultural production or for those sectors in which knowing the intra-weekly variability
is much more important. On the other hand, there are water users or authorities who prefer a
seasonal forecast of daily streamflow with their corresponding spread of total hydrological
uncertainty (Figure 11e). Daily forecasts are needed when the productive activities of water users
require continuous temporal monitoring of future hydrological conditions, as for example, the
distribution of water for domestic uses or hydroelectric generation, the generation of early
warnings for the preparation of the population and for the development of people evacuations,
among others ( see i.e. Kisi et al., 2012; Perera et al., 2014; Prasad et al., 2019; Li et al., 2020).
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Figure 11. Seasonal streamflow forecasts for the Upper Zambezi River Basin (Africa). (a), (b), and (c) Weekly Forecasts are
presented for each Hydrologic Model (HBV_DS, HYMOD_DS, and VIC models); (d) Daily Forecasts with their respective band
of total hydrologic uncertainty. The seasonal forecasts are generated with the application VEF considering multiple NMME
ensembles, multiple hydrologic models, and multiple leading times of the forecasts.

5. Final Discussion
The main contribution of this paper is to answer the question about how to develop skill
analysis of seasonal streamflow forecasts ?. For this purpose, there is a large variety of verification
forms, methods and attributes (Table 3) that have been defined mainly in the climate literature.
The verification alternatives allow improving the properties of the hydroclimatological forecasts
(Consistency, Quality, and Value) (Murphy 1993; Katz and Murphy, 2005; Roebber, 2009;
Cassagnole et al., 2020; Richardson et al., 2020). The Verification Forms that can be applied over
the forecasts depend on the types of data available (reference and forecasts) and the forecasting
objectives. They can range from expert evaluations, to categorical analysis, dichotomous analysis,
continuous analysis, probabilistic analysis, multiscale analysis, and multi-ensemble analysis,
among others. Then to carry out forecasts verification in a context of Forecast Skill Analysis (FSA)
it is necessary to have adequate methods and attributes for verification. In this study we have
developed Continuous and Multi-Ensemble Verification approaches by applying Retrospective
and Event-based FSA. The examples provided in this study are aimed to understand and describe
the correct analyses required to develop FSA over operational seasonal streamflow forecasts.
Because a random selection of the forms, methods, and attributes for forecast verification
grants a degree of subjectivity that depends on the type of selected verification approach, this study
also suggests new research aimed to establishing more comprehensive verification mechanisms.
The construction of new mechanisms should allow for the development of independent or joint
FSA evaluations by integrating all forms, methods, and attributes available for verification of
seasonal hydrological forecasts. Likewise, such mechanisms should ensure a comprehensive
improvement of all the properties of seasonal forecasts based on weighted rankings of the multiple
available verification forms, methods and attributes. The idea is to generate a synchronized
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understanding and improvement of the properties and the seasonal skill of the forecasts with
respect to horizons or lead times, reference data, and economic-based decisions.

6. Conclusions
The Hydrological Forecast Skill Analysis (FSA) is a hydrological post-processing (HPP)
hypothesis that can be used to improve the properties of operational seasonal forecasts. The
question answered in this study involved the presentation of technical details about how to develop
a retrospective or event-based forecast skill analysis to verify operational seasonal streamflow
forecasts. The wide availability of verification forms, methods, and attributes that can be applied
over the hydrological forecasts requires establishing new paradigms for joint assessment of
Forecast Skill. These new paradigms will need to inform forecasters in a much more
comprehensive manner, probably by implementing and utilizing indicators that can integrate
consistency, quality, and the value of operational seasonal forecasts within a single metric
calculation. Additionally, it will be necessary to understand and establish detailed strategies about
how the information provided by a hydrological FSA can be correctly used to inform end users of
seasonal forecasts. All the above will allow maximizing the forecast skill of operational hydrologic
seasonal forecasts regarding (1) the selected forecast horizons or lead times; (2) the available
reference data, and the (3) associated economic benefits and costs of the forecasts. Finally, it is
important to add that the scientific efforts for improving seasonal hydrological forecasts i.e.
streamflow rates, soil moisture, snowmelt, groundwater levels, etc. will have to go hand in hand
with policies and strategies that can consider seasonal hydrologic forecasting systems (S-HFS) as
a vital tool for the planning of water resources management at different spatial and temporal scales.
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Appendix D: Supplementary Material. Additional figures.
A1. The Upper Zambezi River Basin (UZRB)
The operational HFS was implemented and validated for the UZRB (and its sub-basins with
records), specifically in the drainage area (~339,521 km2) delineated above Katima Mulilo
streamgauge (GRDC-1291100) (Figure A1a). This area is the unique portion of the Zambezi that
does not have ongoing hydropower or water storage infrastructure projects (see Figure A1b). The
mean annual streamflow at the UZRB (measured at Victoria Falls) represents about 25% of the
mean annual streamflow measured at the Zambezi Delta outlet (~4200 m3 s-1) being the largest
contribution of all tributaries within the whole Zambezi Basin (World Bank, 2010; Hamududu and
Killingtveit, 2016). The historic mean daily flows (1943-2017) at Katima Mulilo stream gauge are
about 1215 m3/s; however, during extreme episodes the maximum daily streamflows can exceed
more than six times the mean daily streamflows. The basin is dominated by broadleaved trees
(~66%), herbaceous (16.1%), and shrubs (14.8%), whereas only a little (~0.6%) of the area is
managed or represent agricultural (Figure A1c). The spatial distribution of these vegetation types
is consistent with the elevational pattern of the basin which ranges between approximately 731 to
1671 meters above sea level (Figure A1d). The modelling domain was set up using grid cells at
0.25o of spatial resolution (Figure A1e) to produce forcing datasets for the UZRB and its subbasins.
Figure A1. (a) Upper Zambezi River Basin (UZRB) delineated above Katima Mulilo streamgauge. The green markers represent
11 rain gauges currently accessible. The blue markers represent the streamgauges used in this study; (b) Location of the Zambezi
Basin in the African continent. The map also shows the location of major hydropower and water storage projects; (c) Modelling
domain selected to implement the RT-HFS; (d) Land cover map based on Bartholomé et al. (2005); and (e) Digital Elevation Model
(DEM) based on Hydrosheds (90 meters resolution) (Lehner et al., 2008).
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A2. Operational HFS for the UZRB
Figure A2. SR2MR Operational HFS Modelling Scheme.

A.2.1. Input Data
The operational HFS implemented in the UZRB uses rainfall climatology provided by CHIRPS
(Climate Hazards Group InfraRed Precipitation with Station data) (Funk et al., 2014 and 2015),
and temperature climatology provided by the Global Meteorological Forcing Dataset (GMFD)
(Sheffield et al., 2006). To minimize the probability of errors propagated during the
implementation of the HFS, the quality of the climatological products used in an HFS needs to be
evaluated and validated before they can be reliably used to correct the historical errors of SPPs
and RCMs. In the UZRB, three SPPs were evaluated, corrected, and then used to provide shortrange (real-time) rainfall estimates (1) TMPA-RT (Huffman et al., 2007); (2) CMORPH (Joyce et
al., 2004); and (3) PERSIANN (Sorooshian et al., 2000; Hong et al., 2004). To complete the
SR2MR scheme, medium-range rainfall forecasts from the Global Forecasting System (GFS)
(Saha et al., 2010) were used. The original GFS product provides rainfall forecasts in six-hour
intervals (00, 06, 12, and 18 UTC) up to 16 days into the future. However, since the quantity of
missing records between 9 and 16 days is larger (at least in this region), only rainfall forecasts
provided at 00 UTC and up to eight days into the future were selected for operational
implementation. (Table 2).
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Table A1. Climatology data used to correct (pre-process) rainfall forecasts from SPPs and RCMs.
Spatial
Temporal
Institution
Global Coverage
Period
Resolution
Resolution

CHIRPS1
(Funk et al. 2015)
GMFD2
(Sheffield et al., 2006)
PERSIANN-CCS3
(Hong et al., 2004)
CMORPH4
(Joyce et al., 2004)
TMPA-RT5
(Huffman et al., 2007)
GFS6
(Saha et al., 2010)
Katima Mulilo

UCSB

0.25°×0.25°

Daily

50°N-50°S
180°E-180°W

1981 to present

Princeton

0.25°×0.25°

Daily

50°N-50°S
180°E-180°W

1981 – 2012

UCI

0.25°×0.25°

3-hourly

37.8°N-40.6°S
28.0°W-56.2°E

1998 to present
1998 to present

NOAA-CPC

0.25°×0.25°

3-hourly

60°N-60°S
180°E-180°W

NASA GES
DISC

0.25°×0.25°

3-hourly

50°N-50°S
180°E-180°W

1998 to present

NOAA-NCEI

0.5°×0.5°

3-hourly

90°N-90°S
180°E-180°W

2014 to present

GRDC

Streamgauge

Daily

17.48°S - 24.3°W

1942 to present

1

Climate Hazards Infrared Precipitation with Station data (CHIRPS)
2
Global Meteorological Forcing Dataset (GMFD)
3
Precipitation Estimation from Remotely Sensed Information using Artificial Neural Networks-Cloud Classification System (PERSIANN)
4
Climate Prediction Center morphing method (CMORPH)
5
Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) Multi-satellite Precipitation Analysis - Real Time
6
Global Forecast System (GFS).

Figure A3. Real Time Estimates of Daily Precipitation Accumulation derived from CMORPH and TMPA-RT.
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Figure A4. 30-year climatology (1981-2010) for the UZRB, using spatially averaged daily rainfall (mm) and daily temperature
(Celsius) from GMFD and CHIRPS. The daily streamflows for the UZRB are also included.

Figure A5. Daily Average Climatology of the UZRB based on GMFD and CHIRPS products.
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Figure A6. Daily Average Climatology of the UZRB from different satellites (CMORPH, TMPA-RT, and PERSIANN) and Global
Forecasting System (GFS) products.

Figure A7. Daily Rainfall and moving forecasting skill for different satellites.
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Figure A8. Observed versus estimated daily rainfall for different raw and HPR satellites products.
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A.2.2. Hydrologic Models
The variational Multi-Product, Multi-Model, and Multi-Parameter approach was experimentally
evaluated for the UZRB utilizing three distributed hydrologic models (at 0.25o of spatial
resolution): (1) HBV_DS, (2) HYMOD_DS, and (3) VIC 4.2.b. The first two models are
distributed versions of two traditional, well-known hydrologic models: HBV (Bergström, 1976)
and HYMOD (Boyle, 2000; Wi et al., 2015). On the other hand, the VIC model used in this study
is a modified version of the well-known Variable Infiltration Capacity (VIC) land surface model
(Liang et al., 1994) that can resolve both the water and the energy balances. A detailed description
of the models is presented in the following sections.

A.2.2.1. Hydrologiska Byrans Vattenbalansavdelning (HBV) Model
The HBV_DS model is a modified distributed version of the Hydrologiska Byrans
Vattenbalansavdelning (HBV) model (see details in Bergström, 1976; Seibert and Vis, 2012), and
it simulates catchment discharge on a daily time step, based on time series of precipitation and air
temperature. The implementation of HBV_DS requires the calibration of 20 parameters (see Table
1). The Potential Evapotranspiration (PET) is computed as a function of daily mean temperature
and hours of daylight using the Hamon Method (Hamon, 1961). In the snow routine, the snow
accumulation and snowmelt are computed by a degree-day method (see Moore, 1993; Rango and
Martinec, 1995). The actual evaporation and the groundwater recharge are simulated as a function
of the actual soil water storage. The surface runoff, the interflow, and the percolation are simulated
using a single linear reservoir with three outlets, and the groundwater routing is represented by a
single linear reservoir. The sum of these outflows is then routed using the diffusive wave
approximation of the linearized Saint-Venant equation (Lohmann et al., 1998).
Figure A9. Hydrologiska Byrans Vattenbalansavdelning (HBV) Model Structure (states, fluxes and parameters).
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A.2.2.2. HyMod Hydrologic Model
The HYMOD_DS model (Wi et al., 2015) is a modified version of the original HyMod Hydrologic
Model (see details in Moore, 1985; Boyle et al., 2000; Gonzalez-Leiva et al., 2016). The modified
version simulates streamflows on a daily time step and requires daily precipitation and mean
temperature as input variables. The implementation of HYMOD_DS requires the calibration of 15
parameters (see Table 1). The model is based on the probability–distributed storage capacity
concept (proposed by Moore, 1985) to represent the soil moisture accounting component.
Estimates of potential evaporation rates are calculated using the Hamon Method (Hamon, 1961).
The rate of change in snow and glacier volume is expressed by the degree day factor (DDF) mass
balance model (see Moore, 1993; Stahl et al., 2008). The direct runoff is characterized by an
instantaneous unit hydrograph (IUH) (Nash, 1957), in which the catchment is represented as a
series of “n” linear reservoirs. The groundwater routing is simplified as a single linear reservoir.
Finally, similar to the HBV_DS model, the transport of water in the channel system is described
using the diffusive wave approximation of the linearized Saint-Venant equation (Lohmann et al.,
1998).
Figure A10. HyMod Hydrologic Model Structure (states, fluxes and parameters).

A.2.2.3. Variable Infiltration Capacity (VIC) Model
The VIC (Variable Infiltration Capacity) Model (Liang et al., 1994, 1996; Cherkauer et al, 2003;
Bowling et al., 2004; Bowling and Lettenmaier, 2009) is a large-scale, semi-distributed hydrologic
model. VIC simulates streamflows on a sub-daily or daily time step and requires daily
precipitation, mean daily temperature, and/or mean wind speed as input variables. The VIC model
has about 50 parameters; however, its implementation requires the calibration of uniquely 5
parameters (see Table 1). The model balances both the water and surface energy budgets within
the grid cell; and its sub-grid variations are captured statistically. The total evapotranspiration over
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a grid cell is computed as the sum of three types of evaporation: evaporation from the canopy layer
of each vegetation tile, transpiration from each of the vegetation tiles, and evaporation from the
bare soil (Liang et al. 1994). The snow model in VIC represents the snowpack as a two-layer
medium and solves for energy and mass balance for the ground surface snowpack in a manner
similar to other cold land processes models (Anderson, 1976; Wigmosta et al., 1994; Tarboton et
al., 1995). The VIC model uses the variable infiltration curve (Zhao et al., 1980) to account for the
spatial heterogeneity of runoff generation. It assumes that surface runoff from the upper two soil
layers is generated by those areas for which precipitation, when added to soil moisture storage at
the end of the previous time step, exceeds the storage capacity of the soil. The formulation of
subsurface runoff follows the Arno model conceptualization (Franchini and Pacciani, 1991;
Todini, 1996). To finally simulate streamflows, VIC results are post-processed with a separate
routing model (Lohmann, et al., 1996; 1998a; b) based on a linear transfer function to simulate the
streamflow.
Figure A11. Variable Infiltration Capacity (VIC) Model Structure (states, fluxes and parameters).

A.2.3. Parameter Calibration
The three hydrologic models used for operational streamflow forecasting in the UZRB were
calibrated and validated for the whole UZRB and its sub-basins at 0.25 degrees of spatial resolution
(approximately 25 km at the Equator). Historical daily streamflow records for the UZRB and its
sub-basins were used as the observed in-situ data (Figures 5 and 6). The genetic algorithm (Wang
et al., 1991) was used to optimize the parameter sets of the three models. However, at this stage
any suitable optimization scheme can be implemented in this case (e.g., Wang et al., 1991; Duan
et al., 1992 and 1993; Beven and Binley, 1992; Vrugt et al., 2003; and many others) based on the
availability of time, resources, and expertise. In this study, a pooled calibration considering all
observed data in the UZRB and its sub-catchments (Figure 5) was applied at the Massachusetts
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Green High-Performance Computing Center (MGHPCC). The algorithm was run in parallel
processing mode using 100,000 iterations, with population sizes ranging between 100 and 1000
generations. With this approach, the evaluation of the most appropriate population of parameter
sets within each generation could be conducted in a more efficient manner. The Kling-Gupta
efficiency (Gupta et al., 2009) and the Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency (Nash and Sutcliffe, 1970), among
other measures, were used to evaluate the degree of agreement between observed and simulated
streamflow (Figure 6).
Figure A12. (Top) Daily streamflow records for Katima Mulilo, Senanga, Lukulu, Kabompo, Kalabo, Chivata and Kalene subcatchments. Daily average rainfall data from CHIRPS are also included. The numbers with “x” next to the names represent an
amplification along the y-axis for a better visualization of the hydrographs. (Bottom) UZRB and sub-catchments utilized during
the calibration process, and calibration performances for Katima Mulilo Streamgauge (2002-2015).
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Table A3. Parameters that are included in the calibration of HBV_DS, HYMOD_DS, and VIC models.
Module

Soil Moisture

Parameters

Proportionality Coefficient of Hamon Potential Evapotranspiration

S1max

Maximum storage capacity of soil moisture accounting tank

Routing

Units

Model

0.1 – 2

non-dim

HVB – HYMOD

5 – 1500

(mm)

HVB – HYMOD

Shape parameter of the storage capacity distribution function

0.01 - 1.99

non-dim

HVB – HYMOD

α

Split parameter for quick and slow components

0.01 - 0.99

non-dim

HYMOD

0.1 – 1
0 – 1000

non-dim
mm

HBV
HBV

0.01 - 0.99

day-1

HVB – HYMOD
HVB – HYMOD
HBV

θwlt
uzL

Soil Permanent Wilting Point (limiting soil moisture for PET occurrence)
Upper reservoir water level for quick runoff occurrence

Ks

Recession constant for quickflow in the upper reservoir

Kb

Recession constant for slowflow in the lower reservoir

0.0001 - 0.99

day-1

Kif

Recession constant for interflow in the upper reservoir

0.001 – 0.15

day-1

Kp

Flow rate for percolation between the upper and lower reservoir

bi

Shape parameter of the Variable Infiltration Capacity curve

D2

Second Soil Layer Thickness

0.1 – 1.5

meters

VIC

D3

Third Soil Layer Thickness

0.1 – 1.5

meters

VIC

day-1

0–3

mm

HBV

0 – 0.4

non-dim

VIC

Maximum Baseflow Velocity

0 – 30

mm

DS

Fraction of Maximum Baseflow Velocity

0–1

non-dim

WS

Fraction of Maximum Soil Moisture content of the third soil layer

Ddf

Degree-Day Factor

Scf

Snowfall Correction Factor

TS

day-1

VIC
VIC

0–1

non-dim

VIC

0.001 - 10.0

mm ◦C day−1

HVB – HYMOD

0.4 – 1

non-dim

HBV

Temperature threshold for snow falling

0–5

◦C

HVB – HYMOD

TM

Temperature threshold for snowmelt

0–5

◦C

HVB – HYMOD

TTI

Temperature interval for mixture of snow and rain

0–5

◦C

HBV

WHC

Liquid water holding capacity of the snowpack

0 – 0.2

non-dim

HBV

CRF

Refreezing coefficient of the liquid water in snow

0–1

non-dim

HBV

Glacier melt factor

1–2

non-dim

HYMOD

r
Glacier

Range

β

DSmax

Snow

Description

Cpet

Kg

Glacier reservoir release coefficient

0.01 - 0.99

non-dim

HYMOD

Tg

Glacier melt temperature threshold

0 – 10

◦C

HYMOD

n

Grid Unit Hydrograph parameter (number of linear reservoirs)

1 – 99

non-dim

HVB – HYMOD

0.01 - 0.99

day-1

HVB – HYMOD

Kq
Vw
D

Grid Unit Hydrograph parameter (reservoir storage constant)
Wave velocity in the linearized Saint-Venant equation
Diffusivity in the linearized Saint-Venant equation

0.5 - 5.0
200 – 4000

s-1

HYMOD

m2 s-1

m

HYMOD
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A.2.4. Streamflow Forecasts
Figure A13. Deterministic SR2MR Daily Streamflow forecasts for the UZRB by combining several climate products and three
hydrologic models.

Figure A14. Daily distribution of GFS streamflow forecasts for the UZRB by combining several climate products and three
hydrologic models.
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Figure A15. Monthly Distribution of GFS streamflow forecasts for the UZRB by combining several climate products and three
hydrologic models.

Figure 16. Average Monthly Distribution of GFS streamflow forecasts for the UZRB by combining several climate products and
three hydrologic models.
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Figure A17. Observed versus forecasted streamflow forecasts by combining several climate products and three hydrologic models.

Figure A18. Flow Duration Curves for the UZRB by combining several climate products and three hydrologic models.
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Figure A19. Best predictors for HPP selected using Universal Multiple Linear Regression (MLR) for the UZRB and its sub-basins.

Figure A20. Effect of moving windows on the performance of Daily streamflow forecasts for the UZRB and its sub-basins.
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Figure A21. Best raw and corrected forecasted streamflow for the UZRB and its sub-basins.

